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1. Introduction 

1.1. Powered Device LLDP Analyzer Introduction 

The Powered Device LLDP Analyzer (PDA-LLDP) is designed to flexibly emulate and monitor PoE Link Layer 

Discovery Protocol (LLDP) from end-span Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE).  The protocol emulation is implemented 

with full compliance to IEEE 802.3 Clauses 33 and 79 as ratified by the IEEE in 2009.    

 

The PDA-LLDP can be used to model a wide range of PSE PoE LLDP protocol behaviors so that Powered Devices that 

also implement 802.3at PoE LLDP protocol can be exposed to a very wide range of potential PSE protocol behaviors.   

When used in tandem with the Sifos PDA-300, as described later in Sections 2.8.3 and 5.0, the PDA-LLDP can be a 

powerful tool for analyzing and diagnosing Powered Device protocol and power draw responses across a wide 

spectrum of test conditions. 

 

The PDA-LLDP consists of two independent test ports, each of which includes a TEST interface and a THRU 

interface.  Internal switching allows the TEST interface to operate in one of two modes:  LLDP Emulation mode or 

THRU mode, where traffic is passed between the TEST interface and the THRU interface.   This feature enables 

outside control of a Powered Device during periods where negotiated power levels are static. 

 

The PDA-LLDP is a member of the PowerSync Analyzer PSA-3000 family of products from Sifos Technologies.  Each 

of these instruments shares the following features: 
 

 Instrument control is exclusively implemented over a 10/100BaseT LAN interface. 

 PowerShell PSA is a Tcl/Tk based command console and script automation environment enabling interactive 

command line configurations and queries as well as powerful features for automated test development. 

 PSA Interactive is the host-based graphical user interface for interactive control, monitoring, and report 

generation.   PSA Interactive is a Tk application constructed to use PowerShell PSA, meaning that anything 

done in PSA Interactive can also be done in PowerShell PSA. 
 

1.2. Reference Manual Organization 

Section 2 of this manual introduces basic PoE technology, PSE product characteristics, and the capabilities of the 

Powered Device LLDP Analyzer.   Instrument users will need to have a grasp of PoE technology in order to best 

understand the capabilities and usage of the PDA-LLDP in conjunction with any PSE device furnishing DC power to a 

PD.  Section 2 will also provide an overview of the PSA (version 4.1) software organization. 

 

Section 3 details the features and usage of the PSA Interactive graphical user interface software for the PDA-LLDP.   

The graphical user interface software for the PDA-LLDP has been designed to allow intuitive access to instrument 

resources. Examples will be provided to demonstrate various tasks that the user interface supports. 

 

Section 4 describes the PowerShell PSA command line and script automation environment for the PDA-LLDP.   

PowerShell PSA is a powerful, interpretive, and fast executing programming environment.   This section will introduce 

the various commands and command syntax that act as the “API” (Application Programming Interface) for the PDA-

LLDP.   Users who wish to automate certain test sequences can readily use PowerShell PSA to build test scripts and 

associated applications.    

 

Section 5 reviews the use of the PDA-LLDP in combination with the PDA-300 to fully analyze 802.3at compliant PD’s 

for both LLDP protocol behavior and the associated power loading behaviors.   Several examples of combined protocol 

and power analysis are provided. 
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2. PoE and the Powered Device LLDP Analyzer 

2.1. PoE Overview 

Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) involves the distribution of DC power from Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE’s) to 

Powered Devices (PD’s).   Standardized PoE is governed by the IEEE 802.3 standard, primarily Clause 33.   The 

original IEEE standard for PoE was referred to as IEEE 802.3af (2003) and has since been replaced by IEEE 802.3at 

(2009). 

 

PSE’s exist in several form factors including end-span Ethernet switches and routers and mid-span single or multi-port 

power injectors.   PSE’s are able to layer DC power onto an Ethernet LAN connection by injecting DC power into the 

primary center taps of two differential pair transformers such that the DC voltage appears as a common mode voltage 

to the differential Ethernet LAN signals and therefore (ideally) has no detrimental impact to the transmission of those 

signals from a transmitter to a receiver.   Similarly, PD’s can extract the DC power from the primary center taps on 

their Ethernet transformers and utilize that power in place of an alternative power supply. 

 

Unlike AC Power from an outlet, PoE Power is a form of “smart power” where power is only applied after a PSE 

recognizes that a PD has been connected and the PSE may, for various reasons, refuse power, remove power, or in 

certain cases, actually negotiate with the PD to allow a particular power load. 

 

The IEEE 802.3at standard imposes many rules on both PSE’s and PD’s to assure they will interoperate properly over a 

wide range of circumstances including distances of up to 100 meters between PSE and PD.   Within these rules, 

however, PSE’s are given a wide range of implementation discretion, and in fact there are many variations today in 

how PSE’s actually carry out their various responsibilities with regard to PD power delivery. 

 

With the advent of 802.3at, PSE’s and PD’s are segregated into two types: Type-1 and Type-2.   Type-1 PSE’s and 

PD’s are restricted to power levels ranging from ~0.4 to 13 watts (or 15.4 watts at the PSE interface).  Type 2 PD’s 

may draw up to a maximum of 25.5 watts (or 30 watts at the PSE interface).   However, Type-2 PD’s may not draw 

more than 13 watts until a Type-2 PSE grants them permission to do so.   Type-2 PSE’s may utilize either physical 

signaling or a Link Layer Discovery Protocol message to grant this permission.  Type-2 PSE’s and PD’s must be fully 

backward compatible with older 802.3af (and Type-1) equipment – that is, a Type-1 PSE must tolerate the connection 

of a Type-2 PD and a Type-2 PD must accept the power limitations of a Type-1 PSE.   Finally, Type-1 PSE’s can 

source from 44 to 57 VDC while Type-2 PSE’s must source between 50 and 58 VDC when powered. 

 

2.2. PD Detection 

A PSE only furnishes power to a PD after determining that a PD 

has been connected.  PD’s must be constructed to accept power 

from either of two different TIA Category 5 cable pair groups:  

ALT-A consisting of TIA pair 2 (orange) and 3 (green), the 

10/100BaseT transmit and receive pairs, or ALT-B consisting of 

pair 1 (blue) and 4 (brown).   Additionally, PD’s must be 

constructed to accept either positive or negative voltage polarity 

from the incoming powered pairs (see Figure 2.1).   All together, 

this represents 4 different power input scenarios or “quadrants” 

that a compliant PD must process. 

 

The IEEE standard requires that a PD present a resistive 

“signature” (R_detect) in the voltage band of 2.7 Volts to 10.1 

Volts.   This 25k k  resistance must appear on the same 

pairs that will be powered by the PSE and must be seen common 

mode, that is, it should be connected between center taps of 

Ethernet transformer primary coils.  This is depicted in Figure 2.2. 

 

 The PSE is responsible for discerning the presence of this 

resistance value in order to qualify that the connected device is 

indeed a Powered Device.   Since the PSE cannot assume anything 

about the resistance characteristic below 2.7 volts, it must perform 

an AC Resistance measurement to resolve the PD “detection 

signature”.   PSE’s utilize a wide variety of methods to perform 

this measurement in the voltage band between 2.7 and 10.1 volts. 
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One design detail that can impact the delivery of PoE is the EMI termination 

often used by Ethernet ports to suppress high frequency noise and common 

mode surges.  Traditionally, EMI terminations involved coupling 

transformer primary center taps to ground through a small resistance.  With 

PoE, the center taps of those transformers must be DC isolated from ground.   

PSE’s and PD’s must therefore implement EMI terminations with capacitive 

coupling in order to isolate ground from PoE power and to DC isolate the 

termination resistances in those center tap connections. (see Figure 2.3)  

 

The selection of values for EMI termination resistance and capacitance can 

have some bearing on the detection signature resistance and shunt 

capacitance measured by the PSE during detection.  PSE’s are given the 

discretion to invalidate a detection signature if is found to be greater than 0.15 F (C_detect) (see Figure 2.2).   To 

complicate things further, the exact method used by the PSE to measure both R_detect and C_detect can affect the 

“perceived” impact of the EMI termination circuits in contributing to those measurements.   PD’s are required to 

present a minimum C_detect of 0.05 F in order to help prevent confusion with EMI termination circuits. 

2.3. PD Classification 

 The IEEE PoE standard provides a means by which PD’s can 

communicate to a PSE the level of power draw the PD will add 

when powered by the PSE.  This process is referred to as PD 

Classification.   A PD is required to draw a fixed DC current 

(I_class) when the incoming voltage from the PSE ranges 

between 14.5VDC and 20.5VDC (see Figure 2.4).  The amount 

of DC current flowing to the PD then signals back to the PSE 

the desired PD power draw.   This scheme is not very granular 

and it allows for PD’s that draw zero current in the 

classification voltage band to be fully ambiguous (Class 0) 

about their power requirements. 

 

The Classification signaling scheme works according to the 

following table: 

 

PD Class Signature PD Class Expected PD Power Load 

  0 to   4 mA 0   0.50  to 13.00 Watts 

  9 to 12 mA 1   0.50  to   3.84 Watts 

17 to 20 mA 2   3.84  to   6.49 Watts 

26 to 30 mA 3   6.49  to 13.00 Watts 

36 to 44 mA 4 13.00  to 25.50 Watts 

 

Classification is an optional process for Type-1 PSE’s and a mandatory process for Type-2 PSE’s.   Classification 

measurements are completed typically in less than 75 msec.   

 

Under the newer IEEE 802.3at standard, classification functionality 

is extended so that a classification measurement could potentially 

signal to a Type-2 PD that the PSE is capable of providing Type-2 

power levels (up to 25.5 watts at the PD).   This is achieved by 

having the Type-2 PSE repeat the classification measurement a 

second time, a process referred to as Two-Event Classification (see 

Figure 2.5).  In order for this scheme to work, all Type-2 PD’s are 

required to internally discharge the classification voltage (14.5V to 

20.5V) immediately following each classification measurement (or 

“event”) so that the two distinct classification pulses can be 

recognized.  (The PSE voltage will drop to between 7 and 10 volts 

during this time interval, thus providing some power for the PD to 

“remember” the 2-event grant.)    

 

 

The Type-2 PD must apply a Mark Event load current in the range of 0.25 to 4 mA to facilitate this discharging after 

each class event.   This in turn allows the Type-2 PD to discriminate the two-event classification so that it can draw 

power beyond 13 watts following power-up.   In short, the two-event classification serves as a full Type-2 power 

“grant” from the PSE to the PD. 
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Type-2 PSE’s have the option to utilize Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) as an alternative to providing two-

event classification for the purpose of granting power levels beyond 13 watts to the Type-2 PD.   Many Type-2 end-

span PSE’s will in fact choose to use LLDP instead of two-event classification because LLDP offers much better power 

management granularity.   LLDP is described below in Section 2.5. 

 

Type-2 PSE’s have the freedom to utilize two-event classification with all PD’s, not just Type-2 PD’s.  This is because 

older 802.3af (Type-1) PD’s should be insensitive to the occurrence of a repeat class measurement preceding a power-

up. 

2.4. Power Application & Overload Conditions 

PSE’s will apply DC power to a PD only if PD Detection completes successfully and if the PSE has sufficient power 

available, as determined through PD Classification and/or knowledge of available power resources.   Power is provided 

with a DC voltage ranging from 44V to 57V at the PSE end of the connection.   Because of resistive cable loss, 

voltages present at the PD input can range from 37V to 57V.   The PD must receive this DC power from either the 

ALT-A or ALT-B pairs (see Section 2.2) and accept 

either positive or negative polarity. 

 

During initial power-up, a PD may draw a surge current 

to charge power supply capacitances.  Surge loads must 

be tolerated by the PSE for up to at least 50 msec 

(Tinrush) so long as they do not exceed 400mA 

(Iinrush_pd).   PD’s are responsible for regulating 

surge current to 400mA or less if they present very large 

load capacitances.  Capacitive charging “energy” can be 

expressed as the product of power and time so a 48V 

PSE supplying 400mA for 50msec furnishes 0.96 watt-

sec of charging energy to the PD. 

 

Following the Inrush interval, PD’s are required to restrict average (or continuous) power draw to a level below 

Pclass_pd(max), or the maximum power allowed to the specified PD Class.   The PD may briefly exceed this power 

level with load transients up to the value of Ppeak_pd(max), so long as those load transients do not exceed a duration 

of Tcut_min, or 50msec.   These requirements are depicted graphically in Figure 2.6.  Values for Pclass_pd(max) and 

Ppeak_pd(max) are shown in the table below.    

 

A peak power violation occurs 

when a PD instantaneously draws 

more power than specified by 

Ppeak_pd(max) for that PD 

Class.   A class power violation 

occurs when a PD exceeds 

Pclass_pd(max) for more than 50 

msec (contiguous) or for greater 

than 5% of time on average (see 

Figure 2.6).   Any violation may 

lead to power removal by a PSE. 

 

PSE’s are allowed very wide 

discretion in monitoring and 

reacting to class and peak power violations.  Many Type-1 PSE’s will treat all Type-1 PD’s as Class 0 meaning Class 1 

or 2 power violations are completely ignored.   Many other PSE’s use more conservative thresholds than 

Pclass_pd(max) and Ppeak_pd(max) meaning they will tolerate PD’s that over-draw power relative to their specified 

classification.   LLDP capable PSE’s may use granted power values for 

Pclass_pd(max).   For these reasons, PSE’s generally are not useful as test 

vehicles for assessing PD power compliance. 

 

IEEE 802.3at places a special requirement on Type-2 PD’s that restricts initial 

start-up power draw to Type-1 levels (13 watts or less) until either the PSE is 

assured that the initial Inrush period is completed or until an LLDP 

negotiation is completed.   If the PSE provides two-event classification as a 

means to grant Type-2 power to a Type-2 PD, then the PD must wait for at 

least 80 msec (Tdelay) before stepping up to a power draw in excess of 13 

watts (see Figure 2.7).   If a Type-2 PSE does not provide two-event 

classification, then the PD may need to wait up to tens of seconds to start a 

PD Class  LLDP Usage Pclass_pd(max) Ppeak_pd(max) 

0 Non-LLDP 13.00 W 14.40 W 

LLDP PD Requested Power 

1 Non-LLDP 3.84 W 5.00 W 

LLDP PD Requested Power 

2 Non-LLDP 6.49 W 8.36 W 

LLDP PD Requested Power 

3 Non-LLDP 13.00 W 14.40 W 

LLDP PD Requested Power 

4 2-Event Grant 25.50 W 28.31 W 

LLDP Grant PD Requested Power 1.11 X PD Req.Pwr 
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Figure 2.7  Type-2 PD Start-Up 
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link layer LLDP negotiation with the PSE, and subsequently may need to wait indefinitely for a power grant from the 

PSE authorizing power draw in excess of 13 watts.   So generally, Type-2 PD’s must have an “idle” state where they 

draw less than 13 watts until allowed by the PSE to exceed that threshold. 

2.5. Link Layer Discovery Protocol 

Type-2 PD’s are required to support the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) whereby a powered PD must negotiate 

with a PSE for a specific power level if that power level exceeds 13 watts at the PD.   LLDP is an industry standard 

(IEEE 802.1) protocol historically used to allow network management software to “discover” the topology of a LAN 

including all end-terminal devices.   As a MAC layer protocol, LLDP exists only on a single link, for example, between 

an Ethernet switch port and a PC LAN interface.   Information gleaned from LLDP is then typically stored in SNMP 

MIB objects for access by management software. 

 

Under the 802.3at standard, LLDP was extended to define new PoE LLDP protocol message fields and associated 

SNMP MIB’s.   These fields are used both for mutual identification of PSE and PD traits as well as for a non-

synchronized protocol to negotiate a power level by the PD.  This represents an unorthodox use of LLDP since LLDP 

for PoE is a “stateless” protocol that requires Requests and Grants in order for the PSE and PD to agree on a power 

level. 

 

A big advantage of LLDP is that it allows power load specification to 0.1 watt.   This in turn allows PSE’s to budget 

shared power resources across many switch ports with 0.1 watt granularity per port.  A second advantage of LLDP is 

that it allows re-negotiation of PD power requirements after a PD is powered.   This allows PSE’s and PD’s to make 

more refined decisions about power-saving modes and power priorities across many powered devices.   LLDP is only 

available to end-span PSE’s since mid-span PSE’s do not terminate Ethernet connections.   Type-2 mid-span PSE’s 

must therefore use two-event classification and grant the full 25.5 watts to each Type-2 PD that connects. 

 

Type-2 (end-span) PSE’s that deploy LLDP to grant high power levels to a PD will generally NOT use two-event 

classification since these PSE’s will want to restrain PD power draw to 13 watts or below until the negotiation for 

power is completed.   Type-1 (end-span) PSE’s and Type-1 PD’s are allowed but not required to incorporate LLDP for 

PoE. 

 

The PSE communicates with a PD using LLDP Data Units (LLDPDUs). An LLDPDU is comprised of a set of 

information elements referred to as Type Length Value (TLV). 

 

Each LLDPDU must include a minimum of four mandatory TLVs: 

 

1. Chassis ID 

2. Port ID 

3. Time To Live (TTL) 

4. End Of LLDPD 

 

Additional TLVs may be contained in the LLDPDU, up to the available space (for 802.3 MACs, the maximum field 

length is 1500 octets). 

 

For the purposes of an LLDPDU transmitted by the PD LLDP Analyzer, two optional TLVs are included with the four 

mandatory TLVs: 

 

1. System Description (the string “Sifos PSx-3102”) 

2. Power via MDI 

 

2.6. Disconnects and Power Removal 

When a PD is disconnected from a PSE, the PSE is required to withdraw power.   Power will not be restored until that 

PSE port successfully detects a new PD connection.    

 

A PSE detects that a PD has been disconnected in one of two ways:   DC MPS method or AC MPS method.   The DC 

MPS method involves a constant monitor of load current to the PD.   If the PSE using DC MPS method determines that 

load current has dropped below 10mA for between 300 msec and 400 msec, the PSE will withdraw power immediately.   

Naturally, a disconnected PD will draw 0 mA, so shutdown occurs 300 to 400 msec after disconnect. 
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TESTTHRU

COMLINK

Figure 2.11 Test Port LED’s 

The AC MPS method involves constant monitor of an impedance 

signature similar to a valid detection signature.  An AC 

measurement is made so that it can be superposed from a high 

impedance source on the DC supply voltage.   PSE’s are given wide 

discretion on how this measurement is performed during the 

powered-on state.   A powered PD is required to present an 

impedance across the powered pairs that combines 26.3k  or less in 

parallel with at least 0.05 F. 

 

In reality, since PD’s can’t know which method any PSE is using, 

the more constraining case is DC MPS.   For example, a PD 

drawing 10mA will present to an AC MPS PSE as an effective impedance of no higher than 5.7k (57V/10mA).  This 

will easily satisfy an AC MPS signature measurement that maintains power for any impedance below 26.3k .   

 

The DC MPS scheme allows for PD’s to drop below 10 mA on a periodic or intermittent basis to save power.  A PD 

that behaves this way may operate below 10mA for up to 250msec out of every 325msec and remain powered by the 

DC MPS method PSE (see Figure 2.8). 

 

2.7. Hardware Overview 

Figure 2.9 depicts a single Powered Device LLDP Analyzer (PDA-LLDP) test port.  Each PDA-LLDP contains two of 

these test ports.    Each test port includes a TEST interface that ultimately connects to a Powered Device and the 

THRU interface that may optionally be used for outside communication to the Powered Device being tested. 

 

The TEST and THRU interfaces shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 are 

RJ-45 jacks, each equipped with two green LEDs. The 10BaseT 

data pairs originating at the TEST interface are connected to a 

relay on the PDA-LLDP card that is used to connect them to either 

an on-board 10BaseT Ethernet Controller, or to the THRU 

interface.   

 

Each test port therefore has two modes, LLDP Emulation mode 

and THRU mode.  During LLDP 

emulation and testing, the TEST 

interface is terminated by the on-

board LLDP Ethernet Controller.   In the THRU mode, the 10BaseT data pairs at the 

TEST interface are switched to the THRU interface so that 10/100/1000BaseT traffic 

can pass between the TEST and THRU interfaces.  In the THRU mode, LLDP 

emulation is not operational.  The wake-up default state of a test port is the THRU 

mode. In this mode, the Ethernet Controller is fully disconnected and shut down.    

 

As part of the Layer 2 Subsystem, each test port also contains a micro-controller that manages a transmit buffer and a 

receive buffer. When an LLDP packet is received, it is parsed by the micro-controller to extract the Power Via MDI 

TLV’s so they may then be passed to and evaluated by PSA host-based software. 

2.7.1. Test Port LED’s 

In the LLDP Emulation mode, the LINK LED (see Figure 2.11) on the test port front 

panel will indicate link status as follows: 

 Long (“on”) Duty Cycle Blinking:  LAN LINKED 

 Short (“on”) Duty Cycle Blinking:  LINK DOWN 

 

In the THRU mode,  the LINK LED will be off. 

 

The COM LED (see Figure 2.11) will be ON (or flashing) whenever the host-based PSA software is communicating 

with a test port.   The remaining two LED’s built into the TEST and THRU jacks are not used by the PDA-LLDP. 

 

Figure 2.8  DC MPS Requirements 
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Figure 2.10 Test Port Switching 

Figure 2.9  PDA-LLDP Test Port 
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2.8. Connecting the PDA-LLDP to a PD 

Typically, Powered Devices (PD’s) must be powered via PoE before LLDP related protocols and power draw 

responses can be analyzed.   This means that the PDA-LLDP must be combined with an intermediate device that will 

apply (or inject) the required DC power on the PoE interface to the PD.   This section will discuss three alternatives for 

DC power insertion: 

 

1. Mid-span PSE 

2. DC power supply with special fixturing 

3. Sifos PDA-300 Powered Device Analyzer 

 

2.8.1. Connection with a Mid-span PSE 

A PoE mid-span PSE is a convenient and often low-cost method to inject DC power between the PDA-LLDP and the 

PD-under-test.  In this configuration, the mid-span PSE will generally apply power to the “ALT B”, or 10/100BaseT 

spare pairs while flowing through the data connection between PDA-LLDP and the PD-Under-Test. 

 

There is, unfortunately, one serious issue with this means of DC power injection.   If the Powered Device is a Type-2, 

or high power PD (and therefore is required to support PoE LLDP), then the Mid-Span PSE will also need to be able to 

furnish Type-2 power levels of at least 25.5 watts.   802.3at compliant Type-2 mid-span PSE’s are required by the 

802.3at specification to issue a 2-event classification to grant Type-2 power levels to a Type-2 PD.   When the PD sees 

2-event classification, it will no longer need or expect to use LLDP for power negotiation, thus compromising the 

complete testing process. 

 

There are two possible workarounds to this limitation.   They are: 

 

1. Utilize a Type-1 mid-span PSE.   This will enable protocol exchanges to be analyzed up until the PD draws 

more load current (or power) than the Type-1 PSE will tolerate.   Some Type-1 mid-span PSE’s will furnish 

power well beyond the minimum 15.4 watts required for Type-1 PSE’s.   This strategy could work for Type-2 

PD’s that draw up to 18 or 19 watts. 

2. Utilize a non-standard (or “pre-standard”) high power mid-span PSE that furnishes up to 25.5 watts but never 

produces 2-event classification given the Class 4 signature from the Type-2 PD.   These products exist and 

are available for low cost though over time, as the 802.at standard prevails, may become harder to find. 

 

If the PD-under-test is at Type-1 PD that uses LLDP, then any Type-1 mid-span PSE should suffice. 

2.8.2. Connection with a DC Power Supply 

The PDA-LLDP may be used in conjunction with a DC Power Supply acting as the PSE.  The PDA-LLDP would need 

to be connected to the PD via a modified patch cord, or fixture (see Figure 2.13), where a DC supply is transformer 

coupled to inject the DC power.   

 

The fixturing interface is 

trivial if the PD-Under-Test 

can operate with just 

10/100BaseT over the full 

course of testing.   In this 

case, the DC power is 

simply patched to the spare 

pairs and the 10/100BaseT 

signal pairs connect 

through to the PDA-LLDP 

TEST interface. 

 

However, if 1000BaseT is required or desired, then the fixturing must utilize transformer coupling to layer the DC 

power onto either the spare pairs or the signal pairs. 

Figure 2.12  Mid-Span PSE Configuration 
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Figure 2.13  DC Power Supply Configuration 
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This method should work for both Type-1 and Type-2 PD’s, though the absence of any classification signaling during  

power-up is a very slight risk since all Type-2 PSE’s would furnish at least a single-event classification.  The risk is 

low because the absence of any classification signaling at all should not trick the Type-2 PD into thinking that a 2-event 

high power grant occurred. 

2.8.3. Connection with a PDA-300 

Testing the PD using the PDA-300 in combination with the PDA-LLDP overcomes all of the obstacles described in 

Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 above while adding a number of additional distinct test coverage advantages.  These are briefly 

summarized as:  
 

 Source and monitor power beyond 25.5 watts. 

 Readily configured to deliver single-event classification to PD. 

 Includes 4-pair transformer coupling – DC power can be applied ALT-A, ALT-B as well as either  

polarity (MDI and MDI-X). 

 Allows 10/100/1000BaseT communication with PD while powered. 

 Live monitoring and tracing of PD power draw changes 

 Live monitoring for PD class and peak power violations 

 Provide PoE Voltages anywhere between 42V and 57VDC to Type-2 PD’s 

 

 

When used with a PDA-300, the PDA-LLDP is connected to a PD Device Under Test (DUT) by connecting the PDA-

LLDP’s TEST jack to the THRU jack on a PDA-300, as shown in Figure 2.14. The PDA-300’s TEST jack is 

connected to the DUT.    Any host computer communications that might occur with the PD during testing would flow 

through the PDA-LLDP’s THRU jack, and thus would flow through both instruments. 

 

It should be noted that PDA-300 host software and PDA-LLDP host software are distinct and separate applications.  

PD testing in this configuration would require running both software applications side-by-side.   The PDA-300 would 

run in Load Monitor (or Load Meter) mode with single-event classification specified.   The general process of testing 

with LLDP emulations would involve initiating LLDP traces in PSA Interactive for the PDA-LLDP, then initiating 

load traces from the PDA Interactive Load Monitor software.   This is the topic of Section 5 of this manual. 

2.8.4. 10BaseT Signaling Considerations 

The PDA-LLDP Ethernet Controller is not capable of auto-MDI sensing – it is a fixed MDI configuration.  It is 

therefore sometimes necessary to use a crossover patch cable to connect the PDA-LLDP to Powered Devices (PDs) 

being tested in order to achieve a 10BaseT link.   If the PD supports auto MDI, and will swap the connections for a 

10BaseT link, then a crossover patch cable will not be necessary.   Otherwise, the crossover cable should be used in the 

PDA-LLDP to PDA-300, mid-span PSE, or fixture interface.  

 

The PDA-LLDP does not perform auto-negotiation and therefore will not link to any Ethernet ports that require auto-

negotiation in order to link up.   This will be a consideration when a port is designed for 2.5GBase-T or higher rates. 

Figure 2.14  Testing PD’s with PDA-LLDP and PDA-300 
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2.9. System Software Overview 

PowerSync Analyzers require externally hosted software in order to operate.   PSA software is primarily designed for 

the Microsoft Windows environment.  A version is also available for Linux and Unix based hosts.  PSA software 

consists of distinct subsystems: 

 

PSA Interactive:  A graphical user interface designed to promote interactive use of the PDA-LLDP instrument. 

 

PowerShell PSA:  A scripting and application program development environment for creating and executing 

automated test sequences. The PowerShell script development environment is built upon the Tcl/Tk scripting language.    

 

LLDP Subsystem:  A set of applications and tools that enable LLDP level communications with an LLDP-capable PD 

and analysis  of PD LLDP conformance to 802.3 and 802.1 protocol rules. 

2.9.1. PSA Interactive 

The PSA Interactive GUI is a Tcl/Tk based graphical user interface (GUI) constructed on top of the PowerShell PSA 

API.  It offers robust control of all PowerSync PDA-LLDP Analyzer functions.  It is intended to be the primary means 

to control LLDP interaction with a PD being tested.    

2.9.2. PowerShell Scripting Environment 

PowerShell PSA provides command level access to the PowerSync PD LLDP Analyzer.  It consists of the full Tcl/Tk 

programming shells (Tcl and Wish) combined with extensions specific to the Powered Device LLDP Analyzer. 

 

Tcl/Tk offers two shell programs for interactive command / query execution and scripting development.  The “classic” 

Tcl shell is an interpretive development environment for Tcl command and script execution.  In Windows, the Tcl shell 

is typically the Windows command shell with the full range of Tcl libraries (command set) packaged in.  Many 

operating system (e.g. “MS DOS”, Linux “Bash”) commands also execute in this shell. 

 

The Wish shell enables Tk extensions useful for graphical user interfaces.   As a shell program, Wish is more 

“Windows-like” in its support of a mouse controlled cursor as well as its cut-and-paste editing capabilities. This 

“windows” shell is more “knowledgeable” of Tcl/Tk and PowerShell PSA commands, and uses colored fonts to 

distinguish them. Wish does impose certain limitations in the handling of “standard input” (interactive user prompting) 

however. 

 

For the most part, PowerShell commands and scripts run equivalently in either the Tcl or the Wish Shell, so users are 

generally free to use the shell that best suits their needs.  When PSA software is installed, configuration files are 

provided that will automatically load all of PowerShell’s resources when opening either type of shell. 

2.9.3. PowerSync Analyzer Configuration Files 

PowerSync Analyzer software utilizes two configuration files that can be adapted for a number of characteristics that 

are “local” to a user’s setup and testing requirements.  These files are located as follows: 
 

Operating System Config Directory Location 

Windows XP \Program Files\Sifos\PSA1200\Config\ 

Windows Vista, 7, or 8 \Users\Public\Sifos\PSA1200\Config\ 

Linux & Unix $HOME/Sifos/PSA1200/Config/ 

 

The PSA Environment local configuration file titled psa_env.txt.  This file is found in the subdirectory \env\ (or /env/ 

for Linux) beneath the Config directory, and contains the following parameters relevant to the PDA-LLDP (and may 

contain other, irrelevant parameters, which should not be changed): 

 

Parameter Type Parameter Values 

Default_PSA_Address: <current PSA IP address> 

PSA_Addresses: {<Tcl List of known PSA IP addresses>} 

Default_Test_Results_Path: {<Tcl string of default path location for all test result files>} 

Excel_Path_Location: {<Tcl string of path to MS Excel>} | “N/A” 

Emulation_Mode: ON or OFF 

 

Default_PSA_Address:   The PSA chassis to initially be controlled by PowerShell or PSA Interactive, when those 

applications open up.   This chassis will be automatically “inventoried” upon application initialization and initial PSA 

connection.  The address will be updated in this file whenever Select Chassis is performed via PSA Interactive or when 

the psa command is executed in PowerShell assuming that the new address is valid and present. 
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PSA_Addresses:  A (Tcl) list of “known” PSA Chassis addresses on the network.  A Tcl list is enclosed in braces and 

uses spaces to separate different elements (e.g. IP addresses).  This list will evolve as new chassis are connected and 

selected by either PSA Interactive or PowerShell. 

Default_Test_Results_Path:  Path where test results from a trace will be stored.  This has the default value of 

$psaHomePath/Results/<chassis IP Address>” when the PSA software is initially installed. The Tcl variable 

psaHomePath varies with the operating system. 

Excel_Path_Location:  Path where Microsoft Excel application is stored.  This is formed during installation. 

(Windows only). 

Emulation_Mode:  defines the operating mode for the connected Tcl application. Should be set to OFF. 

2.9.4. Directory and File Organization – Microsoft Windows 

When PowerSync Analyzer software is installed to a Microsoft Windows  PC, files will be populated to particular 

directories as described in the following table. 

 

Directory Path Directory Files 

C: \Program Files\Sifos\PSA1200 

 

Note: On 64 Bit Windows, 
C:\Program Files will become 
C:\Program Files (x86) 

 

Note: International versions of 
Windows may choose a different 
name for “Program Files” 

 

 

PowerShell Script Library 

PowerShell Wish and PowerShell Tcl Executables 

PSA Initialization Script 

PowerShell Wish and PowerShell Tcl resource files 

\documentation\ Various PowerSync PSA reference documents 

\PSA Interactive\ PSA Interactive Script Library and various library sub-
directories to support the PD LLDP Analyzer GUI. 

PSA Interactive Executable 

PSA Interactive resource file 

psaHomePath: 

 

Windows XP 

C: \Program Files\Sifos\PSA1200 

 

Windows Vista, 7, or 8 

C:\Users\Public\Sifos\PSA1200 

\Config\ PSA (local) Configuration Files including \Config\env 
environment file sub-directory. 

\Results\ PD LLDP Analyzer Report File 

pse_lldp_trace.xls, which is a template report spreadsheet.  

\Emul\ Files only used when PSAsoftware is placed in “Demo Mode” 
(also called Emulation Mode). Not applicable to the PDA-
LLDP. 

\Contrib\ Tcl scripts stored in this directory will automatically source 
into PowerShell.  This directory includes various sample 
scripts at installation. 

 

Version information concerning individual PowerSync Analyzer software libraries is available from PD LLDP 

Analyzer GUI in response to pressing the “?” button, as well as from PowerShell using the psa_version command. 

2.9.5. Directory and File Organization –  Linux and Unix 

PSA Software installs into Linux and Unix in a manner that separates and organizes files into 3 categories: 

 

Category File Locations 

Compiled Software and Libraries /usr/local/Sifos/PSA1200 

Configuration and User Data $HOME/ Sifos/PSA1200 

Shell Scripts (Program Launchers) $HOME /bin 

 

This organization allows various users in a shared computing or NFS type of environment to maintain local user 

information independent from other users and independent of the actual shared software modules and libraries. 

 

NOTE: Installation of PSA Software requires that the user have full permissions to add the application into the 

/usr/local/ directory path while the installation takes place.   After installation, those permissions may be removed. 

 

The following table provides greater detail regarding files and file locations after PSA software installation is 

completed. 
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Directory Path Directory Files 

/usr/local/Sifos/PSA1200 

 

PowerShell Application Programs & Script Libraries 

PowerShell Wish and PowerShell Tcl resource files (unused copies) 

/PSA 
Interactive/ 

PSA Interactive Application Programs & Script Libraries 

Shared Library Directories with binaries and scripts used by PowerShell 
and PSA Interactive 

Copy of  PSA Interactive initialization resource file 

$HOME/Sifos/PSA1200  PowerShell Wish and PowerShell Tcl resource files (used by shell 
scripts to initialize PSA software) 

/Config/ PSE (local) Configuration Files including /Config/env environment file 
sub-directory. 

/Results/ PD LLDP Analyzer Results File 

/documentation/ Various PSA reference documents 

/Emul/ Files only used when PSA software is placed in “Demo Mode” (also 
called Emulation Mode). 

/Contrib/ Tcl scripts stored in this directory will automatically source into 
PowerShell.  This directory includes various sample scripts at 
installation. 

$HOME/bin  Shell scripts to launch:  

  PowerShell TCL (PowerShell_TCL.sh),  

  PowerShell Wish (PowerShell_Wish.sh) 

  PSA Interactive PL (PSA_Interactive.sh).   

  PSA Software Installer and Removal Scripts. 

 

Version information concerning individual PowerSync Analyzer software libraries is available from PD LLDP 

Analyzer GUI in response to pressing the “?” button, as well as from PowerShell using the psa_version command. 

2.9.6. Tcl/Tk Requirements & Resources 

PowerSync Analyzer software was developed utilizing Tcl/Tk version 8.4.5.  Generally, there should not be a problem 

with using newer versions of Tcl/Tk (NOTE: versions 8.4.x, not 8.5 or later).  PSA software is distributed with an 

installer for Tcl/Tk 8.4.5 on Microsoft Windows platforms.  If Tcl/Tk is not present on the host PC system or if a 

version older than 8.4.5 is found, PSA installation software will install version 8.4.5 Tcl.  If a newer version (for 

example, ActiveState Tcl 8.4.9) is already on the host system, PSA software will utilize that version, though it should 

be noted that PowerShell PSA has not been validated with versions of Tcl more recent than 8.4.12. 

 

While there are no requirements as to where the user installs Tcl/Tk, it is recommended that the installation be done in 

the c:\Program Files\tcl directory on Microsoft Windows systems.  Users should be aware that older or specially 

modified versions of Tcl present from installations of various LAN analyzer software tools and applications could 

interfere with PSA software behavior.  Ideally, older versions of Tcl should be removed if possible. 

 

PowerShell software includes four “resource” files:  tclshrc.tcl, tclshrc_psapi.tcl, wishrc.tcl and wishrc_psapi.tcl.   

These files are utilized by PowerShell during initialization and should remain in the directories where they are initially 

installed. 

 

There are a number of valuable resources to help programmers and test engineers get acquainted with Tcl.  First, the 

help software that comes with Tcl/Tk is very robust and easy to work with.  Also, there are several books available 

including “Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk” by Brent B. Welch.  On the Web, there are numerous “notes” sites 

with correspondence on Tcl and Tk programming owing to Tcl’s popularity in academic and commercial enterprises. 

2.10. Network Connection Latency and Host Firewall Considerations 

Certain aspects of the PDA-LLDP and its host-based software (PowerShell, PD LLDP Analyzer GUI) rely on a low 

latency, Telnet Protocol (TCP Port 23) network connection.  Network connection latency between the application host 

and the PDA-LLDP should be minimized and should never exceed 100 msec with a target range of 0 to 10 msec 

desirable.  This will best enable the full flexibility and features of the PDA-LLDP across all testing applications.   

 

Statistical assessment of network connection latency is readily available using the PowerShell PSA analyzer tool, 

psa_latency_test.  (See Section 4 for further information on the psa_latency_test command.)   

 

The PDA-LLDP uses a Telnet protocol so any host firewall or router path between the host computer and the PSA must 

enable Telnet protocol (standard TCP port #23).   Since the PDA-LLDP uses a low level binary communication within 

the Telnet protocol, users should never attempt to configure or control the PDA-LLDP with a Telnet session.  The only 

command line interface to the PDA-LLDP is PowerShell PSA. 
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2.11. Technical Specifications 
 

 FCC Statement: 

 

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of 

the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the 

equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency 

energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio 

communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case 

the user will be required to correct the interference at their own expense. 

2.11.1. LAN Interface Specifications 

Operating Mode Signal Path Parameter Specification 

Data Through Mode TEST to THRU 

Connections RJ45 

Data Rates and Signaling 10/100/1000BaseT 

Latency 0 ( Passively Coupled) 

Impedance 100Ω, Balanced 

Pair-Pair Isolation ≥ 36dB @ 100MHz 

Insertion Loss ≤ 2dB, 0.1MHz to 100 MHz 

Insertion Loss Variation ≤ 0.75dB, 0.1MHz to  

   100 MHz 

Return Loss (OUT pairs 
terminated into 100Ω) 

≤ -24dB, 1MHz to 100MHz 

Data Connect (LLDP 
Emulation) Mode 

TEST to Blade 
Transceiver 

Connection RJ45 

Data Rate and Signaling 10BaseT 

Orientation MDI End Point 

Protocol 802.1ab, 802.3bc, 802.3at  

Impedance 100Ω, Balanced 

Return Loss ≤-20dB, 1MHz to 100MHz 

2.11.2. Front Panel PDA-LLDP LED Indicators 

LED Label Parameter Description 

DET LAN State 

Short ON, Long OFF BLINKING:  LLDP connected but NOT LINKED 

Long ON, Short OFF BLINKING: LLDP connected and LINKED 

OFF:  LLDP Disconnected (pass-thru mode) 

PWR (LED Not Utilized) OFF: 

ARM (LED Not Utilized) OFF: 

AUX Communications                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
ON or BLINKING: Indicates Controller Communications to PSA Test  

            Port 

2.11.3. Programming and Control 

Description Specification 

Interface Ethernet 10/100BaseT 

Host Requirements 
PC running Microsoft  Windows NT, 2000, XP, Vista, or Linux PC (Fedora, SUSE, 
Debian) 

Control Environment Sifos PowerShell PSA software 

Maximum Network Latency: < 20 msec 

2.11.4. Physical and Environmental 

Description Specification 

Dimensions 19”W x 5.25”H x 12”L (3U Rack Mount) 

Weight 1 lb. 

Power 100VAC-240VAC, 50-60 Hz, 1.35A Max. 

Ambient Operating 
Temperature 

0°C to 50°C 

Storage Temperature -20°C  to  85°C 

Operating Humidity 5% to 95% RH, Non-Condensing. 
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2.11.5.  Certifications 

Description Certifications 

Emissions 

FCC Part 15, Class A 

Meets EN55022 

VCCI, AS/NZS 3548 

Safety 

CSA Listed (CSA22.2 No. 61010)  

Meets EN61010-1 

CB Scheme IEC 61010-1 

European Commission 

Low Voltage Directive (73/23/EEC) 

Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (89/336/EEC) 

CE Marking Directive (93/68/EEC) 

FCC Statement: 

 
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC 

Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a 
commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 

accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a 

residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at their 
own expense. 
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3. PSA Interactive Graphical User Interface 
 

The PSA Interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides the means to interactively control the PDA-LLDP.  It is 

a Tcl/Tk application that uses PowerShell PSA to provide access to the Layer 2 subsystem of the PDA-LLDP. 

 

3.1. Starting PSA Interactive 

 

When PSA Interactive is opened, the user will be prompted to select a PDA-

LLDP chassis to initially connect to (see Figure 3.1).   The default selection 

will be the most recently connected PDA-LLDP chassis (or other PowerSync 

Analyzer or Programmable Load chasses, if the user has additional Sifos 

PowerSync Analyzers connected to their network).   This brief dialog 

assures that various users on a common network sharing multiple 

PowerSync Analyzers and Programmable Loads can connect to an 

instrument without interference to other instruments that might be in use by 

other host computers.   It also assures that the selected chassis to be utilized 

is powered up and connected to the local network.  The PSA Chassis 

Selection dialog verifies the presence of any selected or entered PSA 

address, inventories the selected PSA chassis for available test ports, and 

allows users to add any new instruments that may have been connected to 

the network.  If the Chassis Selection dialog fails to find a connected and 

available PSA chassis, it will ultimately 

open PSA Interactive in Demo Mode with 

a default connection to a PSA-3000 and 

with the annotation *DEMO MODE*.   

See Section 3.2 for further information 

concerning the Chassis Selection dialog. 

 

When the connection to the PDA-LLDP 

is completed, the LLDP analyzer main 

menu will appear (see Figure 3.2).   This 

menu provides resources to manage the 

test port connection, to configure both 

generic LLDP and PoE-specific LLDP 

emulation behaviors, and to initiate 

emulation and capture protocol traces.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Test Port Connections 

The Select PSA button enables PSA Interactive to connect to a different 

instrument at a different IP address.   This button will open the PSA Selection 

Dialog (see Figure 3.3).    A connection to a known address is made by first 

selecting the address from the list, and then, after PSA Interactive verifies the 

presence and validity of that address, pressing Connect.   A new instrument may 

be added to the list after it is physically connected onto the network by typing the 

new IP address in the Connect To: entry box and pressing Add Chassis.  The 

new address will only be added if the instrument is on the network, is powered 

on, and is recognized as a member of the PowerSync Analyzer family.  To then 

connect to  that new address, it must be selected from the list prior to pressing 

Connect.  The Delete Chassis control may be used to remove a selected address 

from the list. 

Figure 3.1 PSA Connection Dialog 

Figure 3.2 PDA-LLDP Main Menu 

Figure 3.3   Select Dialog 
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Users may elect to force PSA Interactive to switch over to Demo Mode by selecting the Demo Mode check box prior 

to pressing Connect.  In this mode, the software interacts with a virtual test instrument.   PSA Interactive will also 

automatically force Demo Mode if none of the chassis addresses in the list are found to be available after deleting an 

address. 

 

The up-down arrow buttons at the top of the PDA-LLDP main menu are then used for selecting test port slot and port 

values.   A PDA-LLDP instrument only has one slot address (= 1) and two port addresses, “1” and “2”.  (If the PDA-

LLDP graphical user interface is accessed on a PSA-3000 or PSL-3000, then slot address could be any of the 

populated chassis slots in that instrument.)   Port 1 and Port 2 are clearly notated on the front panel of the PDA-LLDP 

instrument. 

 

The Bypass LLDP control is provided to allow the Layer 2 subsystem to be disabled, and connect the TEST jack to 

the THRU jack (see Section 2.7).  This control would typically be used after PD’s are powered and power negotiations 

are completed in the event that some host based software needs to communicate with a PD-under-test to effect power 

state changes at the PD.  Note that running LLDP trace captures will always restore the Layer 2 subsystem and return 

the connection between the TEST interface and PDA-LLDP local LLDP resources. 

3.3. Configuring Generic LLDP Behavior 

The PDU Config sub-menu (see Figure 3.4) provides controls for configuring “generic” LLDP behaviors of an 

emulated PSE.  These controls configure: 

 

 MAC Address used by test port 

 Standard Time-to-Live parameter associated with LLDP frames 

 Routine periodicity of LLDP frames transmitted by test port 

 Response Delay – a control to model PSE “handling” time of PD frames presenting new data 

3.3.1. Standard LLDP MAC Address and TTL 

By default, each test port wakes up with the MAC Address “0004a3000001”.  This address is modified to a unique slot-

port specific MAC Address simply by pressing the Set MAC Addr button.   For example, the slot-port specific address 

for port 1 of the PDA-LLDP is “0004a3000011”, and for port 2 is “0004a3000012”.  These addresses will not be 

permanent if the instrument has power recycled.   However, PowerShell PSA offers a command, pd_mac_init (see 

Section 4.14.1) to program all test ports to unique addresses with non-volatile storage. 

 

The MAC Address of the current selected test port will be displayed in the Results window by pressing the Show MAC 

Addr button. 

 

A selection list is provided that allows selection of the LLDP Time-to-Live parameter, TTL.  Several choices from 15 

seconds to 240 seconds are provided. 

 

TTL is used to set expiration times for SNMP managed information available from 

one or both sides of the link.  The PDA-LLDP test port does not use TTL for any 

specific purposes.   

3.3.2. LLDP Timing Controls 

Within the PDU Config sub-menu, Tx Period defines the time (in seconds) 

between each LLDP frame transmission sent by the PDA-LLDP Analyzer on a 

routine basis, regardless of whether or not any LLDP frames have been received 

from a PD.  Time between successive LLDP frame transmissions will not exceed 

this configuration.  Three options are provided for Tx Period:  15, 20, and 30 

seconds.   

 

Resp Delay defines the amount of time that the PDA-LLDP test port will wait before generating a modified PoE-LLDP 

message following receipt of a PoE-LLDP frame from a PD that requires some sort of response by the PSE.  This 

control is used to model the PSE “handling time” (or latency) for processing specific power allocation responses to 

specific power requests.   It can be set in one second increments from “immediate” (or zero time) to 9 seconds.   

Generally, the actual response time until the emulated PSE message is transmitted adds about 1.5 seconds to the user 

selected Resp Delay.    That means if a new power request arrives and Resp Delay is set to 5 seconds, the actual power 

grant message acknowledging the new request will be transmitted at about 6.5 seconds following receipt of the new PD 

request.   Any scheduled, or routine, LLDP frames (from Tx Period) occurring in the time window between receipt of 

the new PD request value and the Resp Delay setting will be transmitted without any content change from prior PSE 

messages. 

 

Figure 3.4  PDU Config Sub-Menu 
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The IEEE 802.3at specification requires that PSE’s respond to new PD power requests in less than 10 seconds.  That 

does not mean that the PSE needs to allocate the power request – it just needs to acknowledge, or echo that request 

within that time window.   So while the PSE may transmit frames prior to the 10 second response time that fail to echo 

the new power request, by the end of the time window, new requests must be acknowledged.  (Note that PD’s are 

similarly required to respond to PSE initiated new power allocations with a 10 second window.) 

3.4. Configuring & Initiating PoE LLDP Protocol 

The PSE Config sub-menu (see Figure 3.5) is utilized to configure various 

PoE-specific parameters of the emulated PSE and to run LLDP emulations 

and capture LLDP protocol transactions. 

3.4.1. PoE Parameter Configuration 

The drop down lists located at the top of the PSE Config sub-menu allow the 

user to define the contents of the various fields of the Power via MDI TLV 

that will be transmitted by the PDA-LLDP Analyzer.  These parameters, and 

their relationship to 802.3at Clause 79.3 Power via MDI fields are described 

in the following table. 

 
Control Power via MDI Field  Available Choices 

PSE Type power type Type-1, Type-2 

Pwr Source power source unknown, primary, backup, 
reserved 

Priority power priority unknown, critical, high, low 

Pwr Alloc PSE allocated power 
value 

0.5 – 25.5W, 0.1W resolution 

 

PSE Type, Pwr Source, and Priority are fixed parameters that convey information about a particular PSE, or PSE 

port.  Pwr Alloc is an allocated power value that PSE power management processing determines, then transmits to a 

PD.  For example, if a PD asks the PSE for 18.2 watts, the PD is restricted from drawing any power beyond 13 watts 

until the PSE allocates a value higher than 13 watts, such as 18.2 watts in this case (see Section 2.5). 

 

Users are given full control to mimic decisions made by PSE power management processing.   Maximum power 

allocation, or power available to a particular PD on a particular PSE port, can be established before the PD is powered 

up and can be modified after the PD has received power and negotiated a particular power level.  Note that all power 

levels are in units that are applicable at the PD input so that Class 0,3 PD’s are allowed up to 13 watts, Class 1 PD’s are 

allowed up to 3.8 watts, Class 3 PD’s are allowed up to 6.5 watts, and Class 4 PD’s are allowed up to 25.5 watts. 

 

The Behavior selection list also affects emulated PSE responses to PD power requests.  The default option is 

Grant_Req while the alternative is Grant_Max.  Selecting Grant_Req causes the exact amount of power requested to 

be allocated, as long as the requested power is below or equal to the maximum power allocation, Pwr Alloc.  For 

example, if 10.6 watts is requested, then exactly 10.6 watts will be granted so long as 10.6 < Pwr Alloc.  If the 

requested power exceeds Pwr Alloc, then the granted power level will be exactly Pwr Alloc. 

 

The choice Grant_Max causes Pwr Alloc to be granted even if this value is larger than the PD requested power level.  

So if Pwr Alloc is 13 watts and the PD requests 10.6 watts, the allocation will remain as 13 watts in the LLDP 

messages transmitted to the PD. 

3.4.2. Protocol Trace Capture Duration 

When the PDA-LLDP is emulating a PSE’s LLDP protocol, it is also monitoring and displaying PoE LLDP protocol in 

both directions, that is between the emulated PSE and the PD being tested.  The monitoring function involves capturing 

protocol traces showing timing, message direction, and message contents of every PoE LLDP message. 

 

The Trace Len drop down list allows the user to define the length of time (in seconds) that the PDA-LLDP Analyzer 

will remain active, transmitting, receiving, time-stamping, and displaying LLDP messages.   A number of options for 

trace duration are provided ranging from 15 seconds until 600 seconds (or 10 minutes).   

3.4.3. Running a Power Up Trace 

The Power Up Trace is used to manage LLDP negotiations with a PD during the initial application of power.  It is 

initiated by pressing the Power Up Trace button. 

 

The PD must be powered off prior to commencing a power-up trace.    In this state, neither the PD nor the test port will 

be linked and therefore neither can transmit or receive any LLDP messaging.    

 

Figure 3.5  PSE Config Sub-Menu 
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The power-up emulation and protocol trace capture is then initiated with the following two-step sequence: 

 

1. Press the Power Up Trace button in PSA Interactive to initiate trace capture 

2. Apply DC power (using a PDA-300, DC supply, or mid-span PSE) to the PD-under-test 

 

Once the PD has enabled its LAN interface, the PSE LLDP Emulator will detect that the link is UP, and will start 

polling for PoE LLDP messages to arrive.  If no traffic arrives from the PD, the PSE emulation will transmit its first 

PoE LLDP message after Resp Delay.  This behavior assures that PSE emulations honor the IEEE 802.3at  requirement 

that PSE’s activate LLDP within 10 seconds of power-up and link-up to the PD. 

 

Figure 3.6 shows a trace captured when powering up a Type-2 PD that requests 23.2W, when the request is granted.   

The trace includes the following information: 

 

 Time-Stamp:  The time from start-of-trace until each message occurs 

 From/To:  LLDP message directionality 

 PD Classification  (originated by PD, echoed by PSE) 

 PD and PSE Type  (each entity states its type) 

 Power Source  (each entity states its powering source) 

 Power Priority (each entity states its priority) 

 Power Requested  (originated by PD, echoed by PSE) 

 Power Allocated (originated by PSE, echoed by PD) 

 Port Class (PD or PSE) 

 PSE MDI Support and State  (should be “YES” and “ON”) 

 

It is important with Power-Up Traces to set Trace Len (trace duration) long enough to account for the time that the PD 

takes following power-up to enable its link interface and to begin transmitting and receiving LLDP frames.   There is 

no 802.3at specification requirement here, so some PD’s may take a long time to link and carry out LLDP protocol.   

Users must then also 

allow for PSE emulation 

timing, especially Resp 

Delay, which will affect 

time until power 

negotiation starts and 

ends. 

 

The emulator can be used 

to confirm that the PD 

does not draw more 

power than allocated.  

Figure 3.7 shows a trace 

captured when the Pwr 

Alloc value was set to 

Figure 3.6  Power-Up Trace Capture using 23.2 watt PD 

Figure 3.7  Power Allocation Restriction by PSE to 14 W 
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14W, which is below the 16.5W power value requested by the PD.  The PSE LLDP Emulator’s grant is limited to the 

defined Pwr Alloc value.  The PD may continue to request the higher power level but it should never draw more than 

14W since the requested power has not been granted.  Note that in a case such as this, testing in combination with the 

PDA-300 (see Sections 2.8.3 and 5.0) would allow the user to observe actual PD power draw in response to the LLDP 

power request denial. 

 

The Power Up Trace can be terminated while running using the Stop Trace button. 

3.4.4. PoE LLDP Protocol Capture Problems 

Two possible problems that could arise during a trace capture are: 

 

1. Failure to link 

2. No PoE LLDP messages from the PD 

 

A failure to link generally means that the PD did not ever link up with the PDA-LLDP.  Figure 3.8 captures a failed 

link during a Power Up Trace.   In this case, 

because there is no requirement as to when a PD 

should activate its link and initiate PoE LLDP 

protocols, the trace will run the full duration and 

report the LINK_DOWN condition only at that 

point in time.   As discussed earlier, trace 

durations must be programmed to allow for PD’s 

to bring up LAN interface and initiate LLDP 

protocols. 

 

Figure 3.9 depicts a failed link response to the 

Power Adjust Trace (see Section 3.4.5).  In this 

case, since the trace can assume that the PD has 

already negotiated an initial power state and that 

the link must therefore be in tact.    Any indication 

of link failure will be shown immediately at the 

start of this trace. 

 

At any time, the status of the PDA-LLDP (or local instrument) link can be updated and displayed with the Check Link 

button.   Green means a 10BaseT link is established while OFF means link is down.   One possible issue that could 

lead to inability to link was discussed earlier in Section 2.8.4, the potential need to use a cross over cable. 

 

A second problem that might appear 

during a Power Up Trace would the 

absence of any protocol messages 

from the PD (see Figure 3.10).  This 

could happen either because the PD 

did not initiate PoE LLDP negotiation 

OR because the protocol messages 

from the PD are not properly 

constructed to the 802.3at rules, that 

is IEEE 802.3 Clauses 33 and 79.  

The latter case of improperly constructed protocol results in packets not satisfying the PDA-LLDP filtering rules for 

PoE LLDP messaging.   Unfortunately, because of the somewhat convoluted history of PoE LLDP and the resultant 

distribution of requirements between two clauses of 802.3 as well as 802.1 core requirements, the potential for mal-

formed PoE LLDP protocol is relatively high.   Section 3.5 will address the topic of diagnosing potential PoE LLDP 

protocol problems. 

3.4.5. Running a Power Adjust Trace 

The Power Adjust Trace is provided to enable testing of a PD after it has already been powered, and has negotiated an 

initial power level with an LLDP-capable PSE.   For this reason, the Power Adjust Trace is generally run AFTER 

running a Power Up Trace (see Section 3.4.3) to achieve the initial negotiated state. 

 

While it is possible to change various PDU Config and PSE Config settings (e.g. Tx Period, PSE Type, etc.) prior to 

running the Power Adjust Trace,  it is generally a good idea to leave these settings as they were during the initial 

Power Up Trace.   For example, there is no valid reason why a PD should ever expect to see a Type-2 PSE suddenly 

become a Type-1 PSE!   Besides configuring the trace duration, the one parameter that will definitely be of interest 

when running Power Adust traces is the Allocated Power level (Pwr Alloc).  Altering the power allocation creates a 

Figure 3.8  Link Failure During Power Up Trace 

Figure 3.9  Link Failure During Power Adjust Trace 

Figure 3.10  Missing PoE LLDP Protocol from PD 
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condition where the PSE and PD may need to re-negotiate power draw by the PD.   The Power Adjust trace will then 

capture that power re-negotiation. 

 

The Power Adjust Trace generally attempts to synchronize to the first incoming PoE LLDP message from the PD 

prior to generating a PSE message that will possibly alter the power allocation to the PD.   This allows the PSE 

emulation to know what the current PD Request power is.  If the Power Adjust trace does not see any PD Request 

messages within its LLDP Tx Period, it will initiate PoE LLDP using the last retained power request from the PDA-

LLDP receive buffer, assuming that value is present.  If the Power Adjust Trace is run at some point following a 

Power Up Trace, this value should be both present and valid.   If the receive buffer is empty, the Power Adjust Trace 

will inhibit any PSE LLDP messaging indefinitely until a PD Request message is received or until the trace duration 

completes. 

 

Figure 3.11 continues the example shown earlier in Figure 3.7 where the initial requested power from a PD was not 

granted at the completion of the Power Up Trace.   In this example, the Power Allocation (Pwr Alloc) is increased to 

some value at 16.5 watts or higher, thus allowing the PSE to increase the allocation to the PD so that it may in turn 

draw the requested power level. 

 

Though the example 

in Figure 3.11 

increases power 

allocation, it is 

equally possible that 

the PSE may be 

reducing allocated 

power.  This would 

potentially model a 

case where a Type-2 

PSE is throttling a 

Type-2 PD back to 

Type-1 power levels. 

 

The Power Adjust Trace can be terminated while running using the Stop Trace button. 

3.4.6. Changing the Pwr Alloc Value On-The-Fly 

While either of the traces is running, a new value can be entered in the Pwr Alloc field, and that new value 

communicated to the running emulation process by clicking on the Set Pwr Alloc command button.  The new power 

allocation value will take affect on the next scheduled PSE LLDP message transmission. 

 

This feature of both the Power Up Trace and the Power Adjust Trace can be used in concert with the Sifos PDA-300 

(see Sections 2.8.3 and 5.0) to actively monitor PD power draw responses to a succession of power allocation values 

provided by a PSE. 

 

3.4.7. Retaining and Reporting Trace Captures 

PSA Interactive offers two options for retaining and reporting trace captures displayed in the Results area of the menu. 

 

1. Export to pre-formatted Microsoft Excel spreadsheet report 

2. Output to user-specified text file. 

 

When a trace is completed, the Excel Report button will activate.   Pressing Excel Report will automatically open up a 

pre-formatted Excel spreadsheet with the trace data loaded into that report (see Figure 3.12).   At that point, the 

spreadsheet report may be save to a user selected location and name using the standard [File] [Save As] capability in 

Excel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11  Power Manage Trace Capture 
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The Excel spreadsheet report uses colors to notate LLDP message direction and to annunciate any message values that 

are troublesome.  Figure 3.13 

depicts a protocol capture with PoE 

LLDP  violations and warnings 

indicated. 

 

The other reporting option is to 

export the current contents of the 

Results area to a text file.  This can 

be done at any time, whether a 

protocol trace is present or not.  The 

Save Result button will open a 

standard file storage dialog allowing 

the user to specify file location and 

name. 

3.4.8. Analyzing Transmitted and Received LLDP Frames 

When a protocol trace completes or is terminated using the Stop Trace button, both the most recent outgoing (PSE) 

LLDP frame and the most recent incoming (PD) LLDP frame can be inspected using the Show Last PSE Msg and 

Show Last PD Msg controls.  Show Last PSE Msg will display the PoE-specific LLDP information included in the 

most recent outgoing frame.   Show Last PD Msg will show the most recent received LLDP frame in three views: 

 

1. Power-via-MDI TLV  

2. Raw Hexadecimal LLDP Frame 

3. Parsed LLDP Frame with expansion of certain “known” TLV’s  

 

Section 3.5 will discuss utilization of Show Last PD Msg to diagnose LLDP 

messaging problems. 

3.5. Evaluating Received LLDP Messages 

Unlike the formatted protocol traces discussed above, the Start Rx Capture button 

simply initiates an ongoing capture of any PoE LLDP protocol frames received by the 

instrument.   This feature can be used to look deeper into the received protocol 

messages as well as to diagnose defective or mal-formed PoE TLV’s.  During Rx 

Capture, the PDA-LLDP is only monitoring for PD produced LLDP messages – no 

PSE messages are being transmitted by the PDA-LLDP. 

 

As with the protocol traces, Rx Capture is terminated with the Stop Trace button. 

 

Unlike the protocol traces, while Rx Capture is active, the Show Last PD Msg button 

can be actuated at any time to monitor  incoming LLDP messages from the PD.  If no 

messages have been received, the Result window will display the information as shown 

in Figure 3.14.    

 

Figure 3.12  LLDP Protocol Trace in Excel Report 

Figure 3.13  Power Up Protocol Trace with Violations and Warnings 

Figure 3.14  Rx Capture with 

no PD Frames 
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When one or more messages have been received, the Results display will contain information in three distinct segments 

(see Figure 3.15): 

 

1. Power-via-MDI TLV (assuming it was properly formed) 

2. Raw Hexadecimal LLDP Frame 

3. Parsed LLDP Frame with expansion of certain “known” TLV’s 

 

The Power-via-MDI TLV breaks out the basic components of the PoE LLDP message from a PD.  If the message is not 

properly formatted or formed, this segment may indicate no PoE TLV with an error statement. 

 

The raw hexadecimal portion is useful in the event that more serious issues prevent any kind of LLDP message parsing 

from completing.    This segment shows the actual octet data recovered from the LLDP frame. 

 

Finally, a parsed rendition of the LLDP frame is provided with information specific to certain known TLV’s.  TLV’s 

not recognized by the parser will be displayed as numeric values, with the Value field will be displayed as hexadecimal 

values.  This segment may also be of use in troubleshooting LLDP messaging problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15  Full Rx Capture Including 3 Segments 
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4. PowerShell Scripting Environment 
 

PowerShell is a script development and interactive command execution shell built upon the Tcl/Tk scripting language 

(version 8.4.5 or later).   Tcl/Tk is an open source, portable, and easily extendable programming language developed 

for Unix (Linux) and subsequently extended to Windows and MAC operating systems.   Compiled versions of Tcl/Tk 

are available from the ActiveState Web-Site (www.activestate.com). If the PowerShell PSA installer cannot locate a 

suitable version of Tcl when run, version 8.4.5 will be installed on the target system. 

 

PowerShell PSA is developed and tested on platforms running Tcl version 8.4.5 through 8.4.12.  PowerShell PSA has 

not been tested with Tcl versions 8.5 or later, and is not supported for use with these newer Tcl versions. 

 

Tcl (Tools Command Language) is a scripting language consisting entirely of commands for developing programs that 

run on and utilize command line interfaces.   Tk is a significant extension to Tcl which enables Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) applications that are (for the most part) platform-independent.   

4.1. Tcl and Wish Shells 

 

PowerShell is provided with access to both a Tcl shell and a Wish shell.   Shells are interactive command consoles just 

like the traditional DOS command shell that accompanies Windows or a “terminal” shell in Linux.   In fact, when a Tcl 

or Wish shell is opened on a Windows-based system, traditional DOS commands such as “dir” are fully available. 

 

Both Tcl and Wish shells support interpretive command execution, meaning commands may be typed and executed 

immediately when the [Enter] key is pressed.   There is no compilation or linking required for Tcl/Tk commands.  This 

feature makes Tcl/Tk an attractive solution for instrument control.  Tcl is also quite powerful at managing and 

analyzing arbitrary data structures through its “list processing” capabilities.  There is a considerable body of 

information regarding Tcl and Tk that is freely available over the Internet.  Additionally there are some commonly used 

reference books including “Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk” by Brent Welch.  The remainder of this manual will 

assume that the reader has some familiarity with Tcl – familiarity with the Tk extensions to Tcl is not necessary. 

 

The Tcl Shell is purely a command entry and command-line program execution shell that does not support GUI 

application development.   It supports keyboard entry, mouse operations, and shell configuration in a manner consistent 

with the host command shell (e.g. Windows “cmd” shell or Linux “terminal” shell).   It supports interactive user 

prompting (via “standard input”) from a script.  The Tcl Shell will not support Tk graphical interface extensions. 

 

The Wish Shell is a newer shell designed to enable GUI application development.  PowerShell Wish uses the top-level 

window created by the Wish Shell to present a “Close PowerShell” button since the console window opened by Wish 

is subsidiary to the top-level window.  As with the Tcl Shell, the Wish Shell may be used either for script execution or 

interpretive command execution.  PowerShell Wish must be used by any applications or command sequences that 

produce O-Scope traces, since these require the Tk resources available under Wish. 

4.1.1. Tcl Versus Wish in the PC Windows Environment 

On Microsoft Windows systems, when a Tcl Shell is opened, users may right-click on the title bar to set properties for 

the console shell.   Generally, PC users will benefit from configuring the shell properties to support “QuickEdit” and 

“Insert” modes.   Text may be copied using the mouse to select the text and pressing [Enter] on the keyboard.   Text 

may be pasted by using the mouse or cursor keys to position the cursor and then right-clicking the mouse.   One handy 

feature of the Tcl shell is ability to select and copy columns of text or data.  A second benefit is that the screen buffer 

length can also be configured to very large sizes as part of the console settings. 

 

Wish is more “Windows-like” in that users may use typical methods of selecting, inserting, deleting, and copy-paste as 

are used in other Windows applications (ctrl-C, ctrl-X, ctrl-V).   Also, Wish is Tcl and PowerShell command-

knowledgeable and will color code all known commands as they are typed into the shell.   Wish supports Tk graphics 

and offers easy access to graphical user interface commands and tools such as message boxes.   One limitation with the 

Wish Shell under Windows is that any applications utilizing command-line prompts to the user will not function 

properly since Wish is will not take “standard input” from the command shell.   Also, the screen buffer length is limited 

and fixed. 

http://www.activestate.com/
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4.2. PSA Connection Dialog 

When either PowerShell Tcl (Figure 4.1) or PowerShell Wish 

(Figure 4.3) is opened, the user will be prompted via a command 

prompt (Tcl) or via the PSA Chassis Select window (Wish) to 

select a PDA-LLDP Chassis (commonly refered to as “PSA” in 

this section) address to connect to.   The dialog will validate that 

the desired PSA is available on the local network and then 

connect to that PSA.    If the PSA is not available or is not 

powered, the dialog will refuse that connection.  If no known 

PSA’s are available, 

PowerShell will open up 

in Demo Mode (Figure 

4.2), meaning that all 

instrument control becomes “virtual” – that is to a fictitious PSA.     The 

PowerShell Tcl prompt will time out if given no response in just under 10 

seconds, at which time it will attempt to re-connect to the last successfully 

connected PSA address.  (See Section 

4.8 for information on how to 

configure this timeout characteristic.) 

 

 When opening PowerShell Wish, the 

user may force PowerShell to open to 

Demo Mode by simply selecting the 

Demo Mode checkbox prior to 

pressing Connect.   With Demo Mode, users are given a choice of which 

type of PSA platform they would like to emulate when PowerShell opens.   

Once PowerShell is opened (either Tcl or Wish), the psa_demo command 

may be used to enter or exit Demo Mode as well as to reconfigure 

characteristics of the PSA platform being emulated. 

 

As PowerShell is opened, the connected PSA will be inventoried for available test ports.   Attempts to address 

commands to non-available test ports will be rejected.   Changing PSA connection to a different PSA via the psa 

command (see below) will always update this inventory. 

 

PowerShell is a Tcl or Wish shell extended by a number of commands, utilities, and test scripts dedicated to the 

PowerSync Analyzer Family.   All of the standard Tcl (and Tk in the case of Wish) commands are available to 

programs running in PowerShell.   The remainder of this chapter will introduce the PowerShell PSA API that is related 

to the PDA-LLDP. 

4.3. PowerShell Syntax Conventions 

In presenting the PowerShell API over the next few sections, certain conventions will be commonly utilized.  These are 

described in the following table. 

 

Convention Definition 

keyword 

(command) 

An API command that will typically be followed by one or more subcommands and/or command 
parameters.  The minimum required text to execute the command on the command line is 
highlighted in purple.  (Scripts must utilize the full name of the command.) 

-? A universal sub-command that responds with information on how to use the command including 
sub-commands and command parameters.  If nothing follows a command, “-?” is commonly the 
default. 

? A universal query sub-command that generates a reply of the configuration state of the 
associated entity or function.   

<parameter> The “<” and “>” brackets indicate that a particular subcommand or parameter are optional.    

keyword 

(sub-command) 

A subcommand associated with a command.  Sub-commands may be followed by associated 
parameters but seldom have “nested” sub-commands.  Minimum required command line 
characters are shown in purple.  Absence of an optional sub-command following any command 
will cause the associated configuration to remain unchanged. 

parameter A numeric or alpha-numeric value that accompanies a particular command or sub-command.  It 
generally follows the command or sub-command to which it is associated.  Absence of an 
optional command parameter results in no change to the associated configuration value. 

Figure 4.1 PowerShell TCL Connection Dialog 

Figure 4.3 PowerShell Wish 

Connection Dialog 

Figure 4.2 Demo Mode Warning 
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Convention Definition 

<port> An optional route parameter for all blade-port specific commands.  If omitted, the most recent 
command specifying a port (command destination) will govern routing of subsequent 

commands.  port = <slot,portId>  Example: “3,2” = slot 3, port 2.  Slot and Port will default to 

lowest available slot, Port 1 upon opening a command shell.   The current value of port is 

always displayed in the PowerShell command prompt.   The command line will reject 
values of port that are not available in the current selected PSA chassis. 

“|” Indicates logical “OR” 

“+” Indicates logical  “AND” 

stat A special optional query available to many commands to report Operational State and in some 
cases, to return a measurement result. 

PARAMETER A default configuration parameter. 

4.4. PowerShell Help Capabilities 

PowerShell provides interactive help capability at the PowerShell command line.   First, an alphabetical listing and 

short description of all PowerShell API commands is available by entering the following command: 

  PSA-1,1> psa_command 

 

Each PowerShell command may then be further explained by typing the specific command followed by the “-?” 

keyword.   An example would be: 

  PSA-1,1> psa_lan -? 

 

Tcl/Tk help is available from “Help” applications that are provided with Tcl/Tk. 

4.5. PowerShell Connection & Configuration Commands 

PowerShell configuration commands are specific to a PowerShell (console) window.   The commands only affect that 

window and will have no immediate impact to any other PowerShell windows.  Settings for “psa” (IP Address) and the 

PSE Local Configuration File will be remembered when a new shell is opened. 

 

Command Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

psa ipAddress ? Current Chassis IP 
Address Selects the chassis to which subsequent commands and 

queries will be directed. 

ipAddress  An n.n.n.n format IP address.  This address will 
apply until re-established by the psa command and is 
persistent if the shell is closed or computer is re-
booted. 

psa_demo <ON <1200 | 3000> <PSA | PL | SA> |OFF> slots num_blades   

This command enables or disables the Demo Mode and 
selects the type of platform to emulate in Demo Mode. In 
Demo Mode, most commands may be executed just as 
when connected to a live instrument.  Default emulation 
will be PSA-3000 with 12 populated test slots. 

ON:  Enable Demo (Emulation) Mode 

OFF:  Disable Demo (Emulation) Mode – must be 
connected to an instrument. 

1200:  Emulate instrument from the PSA 1200 family 

3000:  Emulate instrument from the PSA 3000 family 

PSA:  Emulate PowerSync Analyzer 

PL:  Emulate PowerSync Programmable Load 

SA:  Emulate PowerSync Service Analyzer 

numblades:  The number of populated test slots (1-12) 

NOTE: PDA-LLDP specific commands are only partially 
supported under Demo Mode. 

psa_version Outputs current version of PowerShell software 
components. 
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Command Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

psa_exists ipaddress 1 =PSA found 

0 =No PSA found Returns “1” if PSA is found on network and “0” if PSA is 
not found on the network. 

ipaddress:  The IP address of a PSA chassis. 

psa_latency_test ipAddr <ioCount> <command | query | all> <-q> PSA Address, 

Measurement Count, 

Minimum Latency (msec),  

Maximum Latency (msec),  

95
th
 Percentile Latency 

(msec),  

and Status 

Utility to statistically analyze network connection latency 
between host computer and PSA instrument.   Command 
will report Minimum, Maximum, and 95

th
 Percentile values 

for response time for specified interactions with a 
specified PSA address.  See Section 2.10 for further 
information about Network Connection Latency. 

ipAddr:  IP address of PSA Instrument to which 
connection latency is being studied.   This address 
must be furnished on each execution of the 
psa_latency_test command. 

ioCount:  Count of latency measurements to be 
performed.  For ‘command’ and ‘query’ analyses, 
range is 1 to 1000 measurements.  For ‘all’ 
operations, range is 1 to 100 measurements.  Default 
value is 50 measurements. 

command:  Measure response time of a simple command 
to PSA instrument controller.  This is the default 
operation. 

query:  Measure response time of a simple query to PSA 
instrument controller.  

all:  Measure response time of a simple command, simple 
query, and complex query to PSA instrument 
controller. 

-q:  Suppress display of each individual measurement 
and only report final statistics (Min, Max, 95%, and 
status). 

4.6. Test Port Configuration Commands 

The following commands are directed to specific test ports and generally used for static configuration of test resources 

at that port.   Whenever the port parameter is provided, the default slot-port for that and all subsequent commands will 

be set as will the command prompt. 

 

Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

psa_lan <port> <connect> | <through> ? THROUGH | 
CONNECT Controls the PSA port LAN switch.   

connect: Connects incoming LAN to the PSA LLDP 
emulation interface to enable LLDP emulation. 

through: Connects incoming LAN to the PSA test port 
OUT interface to enable packet transmission testing.  
This is the power-on default position. 

stat Status 
Information 
regarding the 
LAN controller 
Link State. 

4.7. PowerShell Chassis System Commands 

System commands are utilized to control and configure at the PowerSync Analyzer chassis level.   The psa command 

described in Section 4.5 above defines the chassis on which each of these commands will operate. 
 

Command Command Parameters Returned 
Parameters 

psa_config <-d | -s> {Port + Type + 
Version} Inventories and reports status of available system resources (blades, 

ports, firmware version).  Inventory is performed upon currently selected 
PSA chassis (see “psa” command).  Default output format is Tcl List. 

-d  Causes inventory to be displayed in tabular form. 

-s  Returns a list of populated slots 
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Command Command Parameters Returned 
Parameters 

psa_setipaddress  ipaddress  <mask mask> <gateway gateway> Current IP Address, 
Mask, and Gateway 
Address. 

Installs a new fixed IP address to be utilized by the Chassis Controller.  
This command takes about 15 seconds to execute but does not require 
rebooting of the PSA chassis for the new address to take affect. 

ipaddress is the new IP address that will be utilized by the Chassis 

Controller in the format of nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn. 

mask keyword indicating that next item is IP address mask. 

mask  is the IP mask to be utilized for Internet communications.  Format 

is nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn. Default is 255.255.255.0 (Class C). Must 
comply with IP rules for valid mask values. 

gateway keyword indicating that next item is IP gateway address. 

gateway is a gateway address to be utilized for Internet Protocol.  

Format is nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn.   Default is 000.000.000.000. 

psa_flash load type <AT | AF> file “filename”    

This command is used for downloading new PSA test blade (PSL-
3102) firmware images from a host computer to PSA-3000 / PSL-3000 
chassis flash memory. 

type AT:  Indicates that a firmware image to be downloaded to the PSA 
is targeted for a PSA-3102 or PSL-3102 blade. 

type AF:  Indicates that a firmware image to be downloaded to the PSA 
is targeted for a PSA-1200 or PSA-1200-PL blade in a PSA-3000. 

filename local path & file name to be downloaded to the chassis flash 

memory.  The file may be for PSA-3000, PSL-3000, or older PSA-
1200 blade.   Use forward slashes for directory level delimiters in 

filename.  Enclose in quotes if there are spaces in filename.   

psa_flash update <recover>   slot,port | all    type <AT | AF>  

This command is used for updating PDA-LLDP test blades with new 
firmware images previously downloaded into chassis flash memory. 

recover:  Option to load firmware image to a test port that fails to 

appear in PSA chassis inventory. Not required for normal updating. 

slot,port  Single test port to be updated with new firmware. 

all:  Update all test ports in currently connected instrument with new 
firmware. 

type AT:  Indicates that a firmware image is to be installed from 
chassis flash memory to a PDA-LLDP blade. 

psa_flash dir  Firmware Files 

Returns the stored firmware file versions in the PSA-3000 controller 

psa_update_fw slot,port file “filename”   <-y>  

This command is used to download and install new firmware images to 
the PSA-3000 controller located in the PDA-LLPD chassis’. 

Note:  This command will take several minutes to complete. 

slot,port  Test port to be updated with new firmware.  Use 0,0 for 

updating the PSA-3000 controller firmware. 

file:  Indicates following string represents path and file name of firmware 

image to download and install. 

filename local path & file name to be downloaded to the controller flash 

memory.  Use forward slashes for directory level delimiters in 

filename.  Enclose in quotes if there are spaces in filename.   

-y Bypass user prompts and download immediately to selected port. 

psa_enable ? |  feature_code <enable | disable> Serial Number 
Feature Info Command is used for querying Serial Number and Features from a PSA 

Controller.  Also used to enable and disable features given a proper 
code.  

feature_code:  A unique code provided when new features are 
purchased for a specific PSA chassis or instrument. 

enable:  Enable feature associated with the provided feature code.  
(Default action). 

disable:  Disable feature associated with the provided feature code. 
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4.8. Initial Connection Dialog Timeout Control 

The PowerShell PSA Initialization files, tclshrc.tcl and wishrc.tcl, may be utilized to configure behavior of the initial 

connection dialog in PowerShell Tcl and PowerShell Wish.  These files are found in the root directory for PSA 

software (see Section 2.9). 

4.8.1. Initial Connection Dialog Control – PowerShell Tcl 

Whenever PowerShell Tcl is initiated, the user is presented with a command prompt to either re-connect to the most 

recently connected PSA or to enter a new PSA address and establish a different connection.   By default, this command 

prompt will time out after about 8 seconds and PowerShell will then attempt to connect to the most recently connected 

PSA address or subsequently to any other known PSA addresses.    

 

Users may elect to either bypass this dialog entirely or to configure the time delay associated with the connection 

prompt prior to connecting to a default (most recent or other known) address.   This is done by setting the appropriate 

value to the global variable psaConnectPause near the beginning of the tclshrc.tcl and/or tclsrhc_psapi.tcl 

PowerShell Tcl initialization files.   Normally, this global will be set to 8 seconds.   If set to zero, the initial connection 

prompt will be entirely bypassed and PowerShell Tcl will attempt to open a connection to the most recently connected 

PSA address.   The delay associated with the connection prompt may be set between 2 and 60 seconds. 

4.8.2. Initial Connection Dialog Control – PowerShell Wish (and PSA Interactive) 

Whenever PowerShell Wish (or PSA Interactive) is initiated, the user is presented with a PSA Connection dialog that 

must, by default, be completed before the application will fully start. 

 

Users may elect to either bypass this dialog entirely by setting the value of the global variable psaConnectPause found 

near the beginning of wishrc.tcl and wishrc_psapi.tcl.   If the value is set to 1 (default), the initial PSA connection 

dialog will always occur and wait indefinitely for a user selection.   If the value is set to 0, the connection dialog will be 

bypassed and the application will automatically attempt to connect to the most recently connected PSA address. 

 

NOTE!   It is generally not a good idea to bypass the initial connection dialog if multiple (2 or more) PSAs exist on a 

common LAN and are shared by multiple users.   Bypassing the initial connection dialog increases the risk that 2 users 

will attempt to control the same PSA at the same time. 

4.9. PowerShell PDA-LLDP Command Support 

PowerShell includes commands for the full range of instruments furnished by Sifos. The PDA-LLDP does not contain 

any of the analog measurement or active load resources, so there are many PowerShell PSA commands that are not 

applicable to this instrument. 

 

Any PowerShell command not defined in this manual is not applicable to the PDA-LLDP. These commands will not 

damage the instrument, but will either return a message indicating that they cannot be used, or may appear to execute, 

but will not actually change anything in the instrument, since there is no supporting hardware. 

4.10. Enabling LLDP Features 

The LLDP functions are enabled by default for the PDA-LLDP.  

 

A unique, instrument-specific license code is required to enable this capability.  The psa_enable ? command in 

PowerShell PSA or the Help-Features menu in PSA Interactive can be used to determine whether or not LLDP is 

enabled on a specific instrument.  

 

If the LLDP feature were disabled, any attempt to execute one of the functions related to this feature would return an 

error, for example: 

 pse_frame: This command is not available to this instrument 
 

If the PDA-LLDP reports that the LLDP feature is DISABLED, contact Sifos Technologies for support. 

4.11. PSE LLDP Emulation Protocol Traces 

Two types of PSE LLDP emulation protocol trace applications are available in PowerShell PSA.  These can be used for 

emulating a PSE while observing LLDP protocol behavior of a single PD port. 

 

The Power On Trace is used from a power-down state of a PD. This trace tracks the protocol sequencing between a 

PSE and a PD after power is applied by the PSE. The Power On Trace was described above in Section 3.4.3. 
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The Power Adjust Trace is used when a PD is in an already-powered state.  This trace tracks the protocol sequencing 

associated with a PSE initiated Power Change Request.  These requests can work in either direction – adjusting power 

up or down.  The Power Adjust Trace was described above in Section 3.4.5. 

4.12. PSE LLDP Emulation and Testing with PowerShell 

The commands that support PSE LLDP Emulation are accessible in PowerShell PSA (Wish or Tcl).  The command set 

for LLDP emulation includes the following elements: 

 

 Primitive Commands for Constructing and Capturing LLDP Traffic 

 Utility Commands for Managing PSE LLDP Emulation 

 

The PowerShell LLDP Software Hierarchy set is depicted in Figure 4.4. 

 

The “primitive” commands typically support configuration, 

configuration query, and/or status query.  The psa_lan command is 

utilized to connect or disconnect the Ethernet controller, and will also 

return status information from the on-board Ethernet controller.  The 

pd_req, pd_frame, and pd_lldp commands are used to construct all 

aspects of the PSE LLDP frame including LLDP headers and PoE 

TLV’s.  In addition, transmitted LLDP frame counts, periodicity, and 

transmission trigger modes may be configured. 

 

The pse_frame and pse_lldp commands are used for capturing, 

counting, and evaluating LLDP frames transmitted by a PD. 

 

The “pd” and “pse” prefixes come from the original intention of these 

primitive commands, which was to support PSA-3000 Powered Device 

emulation. The commands are used in the opposite sense by the PDA-

LLDP. In general terms, as used with the PDA-LLDP, commands with 

the “pd” prefix relate to LLDP messaging transmitted to a PD, while 

commands with the “pse” prefix relate to LLDP messaging received by 

the (emulated) PSE from a PD. 

 

Utilities simplify the task of performing routine configuration, control, 

and monitoring operations related to LLDP PSE emulation.  They make 

use of the LLDP primitives as “drivers” and abstract commonly 

performed tasks including real-time bidirectional protocol traces. 

4.13. LLDP Primitive Command Set 

LLDP Primitive Commands work directly with PSA test port(s) to effect connection, data, transmission, and reception 

configurations for LLDP.  Configurations are generally stored in each test port and retained until altered by command 

execution or power is re-cycled to the PSA instrument.  These commands are used extensively by LLDP utilities and 

applications. 

 

Commands preface with “pd” are generally configuring and controlling messages transmitted to a PD while commands 

prefaced with “pse” are generally related to capturing and analyzing messages transmitted to an emulated PSE. 
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4.13.1. Transmit Configuration Commands 

Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

pd_req <port> <pwr pd_req_pwr> <class cnum> <period pd_req_interval> 

<count pd_req_count> <init>  <stop>  

? Requested_Power    

PD Class   
Transmit_Interval  

Transmit_Count   
Echo_Alloc_Pwr  

Trigger_Mode 

Defines the values in the packet to be transmitted. 

For the PDA-LLDP, this is the message that should originate at 
the PSE. The command pse_lldp_emul should be used to 
configure the packet (pd_req does not allow the allocated 
power value to be specified). 

pwr  Specify a requested power level 

pd_req_pwr  PD power request in watts. Default: 13.0 watts. 

Range 0.5 to 30.0 Watts. Resolution: 0.1 Watt. 

class  Specify a requested PD LLDP classification. 

cnum Specifies PD Class 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4. Default: 0. 

period Specify a transmission interval value. 

pd_req_interval LLDP transmission interval in Seconds. 

Default: 30 seconds. Range 1 to 90 seconds. 

count Specify a transmitted packet count value. 

pd_req_count Count of LLDP packets to transmit after 'start' 

event. Default: 0 (unlimited). Range 0 to 64 messages. 

init Control to reset PSE Allocated Power to PD Requested 
Power.  This should be used when emulating power-ups. 

stop Literal argument to halt LLDP transmission immediately. 

 

stat LAN_NOT_ 

CONNECTED |  

LINK_DOWN | 
RUNNING 

 

pd_frame 

 

(assign 
MAC’s) 

<port> <mac nn.nn.nn.nn.nn.nn | nnnnnnnnnnnn  <store>> ? MAC Addr, 

PD Type 

Power_Source 

Priority 

PSE_Alloc_Pwr 

Assign MAC address temporarily or permanently to a port. 

nn.nn.nn.nn.nn.nn | nnnnnn nnnnnn  MAC address to assign 

formatted with or without period separators. 

store  Retain MAC address in non-volatile test port memory. 

 

pd_frame 

 

(Emulate 
PSE PoE 
TLV) 

<port> <type pse 1 | 2> <source pse>  

<priority low | high | critical | unknown>  

<pwr_alloc echo | nn.n > 

Assign PSE PoE characteristics for transmission to a PD. 

type pse 1 Specify that PSE is Type-1  

type pse 2  Specify that PSE is Type-2 

source  Specify “primary”, “backup”, “critical”, or “unknown” 

priority Specify “low”, “high”, “critical”, or “unknown” priority 

for receiving power. Default is “low”.  

pwr_alloc Specify power granted to PD by emulated PSE. 

nn.n  PSE power allocation in watts. Default: 13.0 watts. Range 

0.5 to 30.0 Watts. Resolution: 0.1 Watt. 
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Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

pd_lldp <port> <lldpaddr lldp_addr> <ch_id  4  ch_id_value>  

<port_id 3 port_id_val>  <ttl  time_to_live>  

 <vlan enable | disable <pcp pcp_val cfi cfi_val vid vid_val>> 

? LLDP_Address  

ChassisID_Type 
ChassisID_Value 

PortID_Type  

PortID_Value 

Time-To-Live  

VLAN_tag  

PCP 

CFI 

VID 

Configures LLDP framing fields to be used in transmitted LLDP 

PoE messages by pd_req.  These fields should not be 
modified when the pd_req status is ARMED or RUNNING. 

lldpaddr Specify (override) LLDP multicast address. 

lldp_addr   Well known LLDP multicast address.   Power-On 

Default: 0x 0180C200000E 

ch_id 4   Specify Channel ID Type and Value.  Type is “4” 
 for “MAC_Address”. 

ch_id_value  12 char. MAC Address. Default= “UNDEFINED” 

port_id 3  Specify Port ID Type and Value.  Type is “3” 
 for “MAC_Address”. 

port_id_value  12 char. MAC Address. Default= “UNDEFINED” 

ttl   Specify non-default Time-To-Live in seconds for PoE 
information transmitted to PSE.  

time_to_live   Seconds to retain PoE information at receiving 

end.  (0= Delete now, Range 1 to 65535 seconds). PSA  
power-on default:  120 seconds. 

vlan enable | disable: Enable or disable VLAN tags on 
transmitted LLDP frames from ‘PD’.  Default is disable. 

pcp pcp_val   802.1Q Priority. Range is 1(low)-7(high). 

cfi cfi_val   802.1Q MAC address Canonical Format Indicator – 

0 (yes) is default for ethernet switch.  Range 0-1. 

vid vid_val   802.1Q VLAN identifier. Range 0-4094. Default=0 

4.13.2. Receive Configuration Commands 

Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

pse_frame <port> <start | stop>  <raw> stat LAN_NOT_ 

CONNECTED |  

LINK_DOWN | 
IDLE | RUNNING 

PoE LLDP Rx Count 

<Allocated_Power> 

<PD Class> 

<Power_Type> 

<Power_Source>  

<Priority> 

<Echoed_Request> 

<Source_MAC> 

<MDI_Power_Support> 

<PSE_Power_Pair>  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enables or terminates LLDP message capture and PoE LLDP 
message counting from a PD.  Reports LLDP link status and 
most recently captured PoE TLV data while capture is active. 

start  Initiate LLDP message capture and PoE LLDP message 
counting and reset PoE LLDP message counter. 

stop  Terminate LLDP message capture and PoE LLDP 
message counting. 

raw  In conjunction with stat query, return the raw, un-parsed 
contents of a recovered LLDP frame. 
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Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

pse_lldp <port>  stat LAN_NOT_ 

CONNECTED |  

LINK_DOWN | 
IDLE | RUNNING 

LLDP Rx_Count 

<LLDP_Address> 

<Ethernet_Type>  
<Chassis_ID_Type> 

<Chassis_ID_Val.> 

<Port_ID_Type> 

<Port_ID_Value> 

<Time-To_Live> 

<VLAN_State> 

   <VLAN_PCP> 

   <VLAN_CFI> 

   <VLAN_VID> 

Reports status of PSE message capture, count of all received 
LLDP messages since message capture was enabled by the 
pse_frame start command, and reports most recent captured 
LLDP frame parameters.   Count of LLDP messages, both PoE 
and non-PoE will be resent to zero when pse_frame start is 
issued. 

 

pse_lldp_
clear 

<port>    

Resets PSE Frame (Rx) Count to zero and clears the LLDP 
receive frame buffer. 

 

4.14. LLDP Utility & Application Command Set 

4.14.1. LLDP Port Configuration Utilities 

LLDP port configuration utilities may be addressed to a single PDA-LLDP test port or to the broadcast port 99,99.  

 

Command Port Command Parameters Query Returned 
Parameters 

pd_default_lldp <port>  ? THROUGH | 
CONNECT 

Configures default LLDP frame parameters to one or 
all PSA test ports.  Broadcast port “99,99” is accepted 
for the PDA-LLDP. Default parameter values are: 

 

LLDP Broadcast Address: 0180c200000E 

LLDP Chassis ID Type: 4  (MAC Address) 

LLDP Chassis ID Value: <test_port_MAC_address>  

LLDP Port ID Type: 3  (MAC Address) 

LLDP Port ID Value: <test_port_MAC_address> 

TIME-TO-LIVE: 120  (seconds) 

VLAN_State:  Disable 

VLAN PCP: 0 

VLAN CFI: 0 

VLAN VID: 0 

stat List of status 
elements related to 
LAN Link 

pd_mac_init <port> <root addr_root> <store>  getall List of all MAC 
Addresses in all 
PSL-3000 test ports 

Configures one or all MAC addresses to a common 9-
character “root” with final 3 characters representing 
the PSA slot/port ID.  Optionally writes values to non-
volatile memory.  Broadcast port “99,99” is accepted 
for the PDA-LLDP. 

getall query will return all PSA test port MAC 
addresses. 

 

root  Specify a 9 hex-character root MAC address that 
will be used to form 12 character MAC addresses 
with the final 3 characters encoding slot and port. 

addr_root  9 hex-character formatted with or without 

dot delimiters (nnnnnnnnn or nn.nn.nn.nn.n) 

store  Store MAC address(es) in non-volatile memory. 
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4.14.2. LLDP Emulation Control Utilities 

LLDP Emulation Control utilities must be addressed to a single PSA test port as they generally involve queries. 

 

Command Port Command Parameters Returned Parameters 

pse_lldp_emul <port> <start | stop> <period  pse_xmit_interval>  

<req pd_req_pwr> <alloc pse_alloc_power> 

<type 1 | 2>  

RUNNING | 

LINK DOWN | 

LLDP_TERMINATED 

 Command-Query will configure, then initiate or 
terminate transmission of simulated PSE LLDP 
frames.   Used to synthesize PSE PoE LLDP frames. 

start  Connects LLDP emulation and assesses link 
status up to 10 seconds.  Initiates transmission if 
link status is UP. Returns status as RUNNING or 
LINK_DOWN. 

stop  Terminates transmission of PSE LLDP 
messages and leaves link connected.  Returns 
LLDP_TERMINATED. 

period Specify a PSE transmission interval value. 

pse_xmit_interval  LLDP transmission interval in 

seconds. Default: 10 seconds. Range 1 – 120 
seconds. 

req  Specify a requested power level 

pd_req_pwr  PD power request in watts. Default: 13.0 

watts. Range 0.5 to 30.0 Watts. Resolution: 0.1 
Watt. 

alloc  Specify an allocted power level from PSE. 

pse_alloc_power  PD power request in watts. Default: 

13.0 watts. Range 0.5 to 30.0 Watts. Resolution: 
0.1 Watt. 

type 1  Communicate to “PD” that PSE is Type-1. 

type 2   Communicate to “PD” that PSE is Type-2. 

 

4.14.3. LLDP Monitoring Utilities 

LLDP Monitoring utilities must be addressed to a single PSA test port as they perform queries to test ports. 

 

Command Port Command Parameters Returned Parameters 

psa_check_lan_ 

state 

<port>  UP | DOWN | 
NOT_CONNECTED Query returns LLDP subsystem state and returns LAN 

state. 
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4.14.4. LLDP Testing and Analysis Applications 

LLDP Protocol Traces provide in-depth live viewing of LLDP protocol transactions between the PSE and the PD.  

Packet transmissions in both directions are captured and parsed in real time. 
 

Command Port Command Parameters Returned Parameters 

pse_emul_ 

powerontrace 

<port> <period intvl>  <type 1 | 2>  <alloc pwr>  

<grant request | max> <resp delay> <duration length> 

Protocol Trace Includes: 

 

Time (sec) 

Packet  Source 

Packet Destination  

Requested Power 

Allocated Power 

Port_Class 

PoE_Capability 

PoE_Status 

Power_Class 

Power_Source 

Priority 

 

Application will produce a protocol trace of all PoE LLDP 
frames between a PSE and PD following a new PD connection 
and power-up.   Trace will display in real time in PowerShell.  
This command is the equivalent of the Power Up Trace in 
PSA Interactive. 
 

period  Specify non-default transmission interval for 
periodically transmitted PSE frames. 

intvl Time interval, in seconds, between transmitted periodic  

PSE frames during trace.  Default is 10 sec.  Range is 1 to 
120 sec. 

type 1 Emulate a Type-1 (15.4W) PSE.  Default is no change 
from prior configuration. 

type 2 Emulate a Type-2 (30W) PSE. 

alloc Specify the maximum power to allocate 

pwr Power (in watts) to allocate.  Range is 0.5 to 64W. Default 

is 13W. 

grant request Power allocations to PD will be equal to PD 

request level unless that level is above allocated pwr. 

grant max Power allocations to PD will be maximum allowed 
classification power level unless that level is above 

allocated pwr. 

resp  Specify non-default response time to new requests. 

delay Time delay in seconds between receiving a new PD 

request level and transmitting a frame acknowledging / 
granting that request.  Range is 1 - 15 sec. Default is 2 
seconds. 

duration  Specify non-default trace duration. 

trace_duration  Duration over which to collect the trace.. 

Range is 15 to 600 seconds.  Default is 45 seconds. 

pse_emul_ 

pwrmanagetrace 

<port> <period intvl>  <alloc pwr>  <grant request | max> <resp 

delay> <duration length> 

Time (sec) 

Packet  Source 

Packet Destination  

Requested Power 

Allocated Power 

Port_Class 

PoE_Capability 

PoE_Status 

Power_Class 

Power_Source 

Priority 

 Application will produce a protocol trace of all PoE LLDP 
frames from both PSE and PD, with an already powered PD.   
Trace will display in real time in PowerShell.  This command is 
the equivalent of the Power Adjust Trace in PSA Interactive. 

period  Specify non-default transmission interval for 
periodically transmitted PSE frames. 

intvl Time interval, in seconds, between transmitted periodic  

PSE frames during trace.  Default is 10 sec.  Range is 1 to 
120 sec. 

alloc Specify the maximum power to allocate. Default is 13W. 

pwr Power (in watts) to allocate.  Range is 0.5 to 64W. 

grant request Power allocations to PD will be equal to PD 

request level unless that level is above allocated pwr. 

grant max Power allocations to PD will be maximum allowed 
classification power level unless that level is above 

allocated pwr. 

resp  Specify non-default response time to new requests. 

delay Time delay in seconds between receiving a new PD 

request level and transmitting a frame acknowledging / 
granting that request.  Range is 1 - 15 sec. Default is 2 
seconds. 

duration  Specify non-default trace duration. 

trace_duration  Duration over which to collect the trace.. 

Range is 15 to 600 seconds.  Default is 45 seconds. 
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4.15. PowerShell Scripting Examples 

The following script illustrates some key Tcl concepts, such as being able to set variables and make decisions based on 

their value. The script will toggle the state of the LAN setting between connect and through. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This script can be set up for batch execution by saving it to a file, then sourcing it into Tcl or Wish. 

Example:   Save the above text as c:\temp\myScript.tcl  and then, from Tcl / Wish, execute 

 
source c:/temp/myScript.tcl 

 

The script will produce (or return) one the following two outputs, depending on the initial state of the currently selected 

test port (e.g. Slot 1, Port 1). 

 
TEST Interface Connected to Layer 2 Subsystem TEST Interface Connected THRU Interface 
 

PSA-1,1>source /temp/myScript.tcl 

Currently connected to PDA-LLDP at 

192.168.221.141 

Installed Software: 

PowerShell 4.1.00       Module  Version 

=============================================== 

                  Init File    4.1.00 03-31-15 

    PowerShell 1200 Library    4.1.00 03-12-15 

    PowerShell 3000 Library    4.1.00 03-12-15 

      PowerShell Primitives    4.1.00 03-12-15 

    PowerShell Measurements    4.1.00 03-12-15 

 PSE Conformance Test Suite    4.1.01 03-31-15 

          Multiport Library    4.1.41 03-12-15 

   PSE Multiport Test Suite    4.1.01 04-01-15 

               Wish RC File    4.1.04 04-01-15 

       PowerShell 3000 LLDP    4.1.00 03-12-15 

     PowerShell 3000 4-Pair    4.1.02 03-19-15 

The LAN  port is currently set to CONNECT 

State: Full-Duplex Capable 

Half-Duplex Capable 

Link has been up continuously 

Jabber not detected 

PHY is not transmitting 

PHY is not receiving 

Collision not occuring 

Link is UP 

Link is configured for Half-Duplex operation 

Polarity is correct on TPIN+/TPIN- 

 

 

PSA-1,1>source /temp/myScript.tcl 

Currently connected to PDA-LLDP at 192.168.221.141 

Installed Software: 

        PowerShell 4.1.00       Module  Version 

=========================  ==================== 

                  Init File    4.1.00 03-31-15 

    PowerShell 1200 Library    4.1.00 03-12-15 

    PowerShell 3000 Library    4.1.00 03-12-15 

      PowerShell Primitives    4.1.00 03-12-15 

    PowerShell Measurements    4.1.00 03-12-15 

 PSE Conformance Test Suite    4.1.01 03-31-15 

          Multiport Library    4.1.41 03-12-15 

   PSE Multiport Test Suite    4.1.01 04-01-15 

               Wish RC File    4.1.04 04-01-15 

       PowerShell 3000 LLDP    4.1.00 03-12-15 

     PowerShell 3000 4-Pair    4.1.02 03-19-15  

The LAN  port is currently set to THROUGH 

State: Ethernet Controller is powered down 

 

# query the address of the currently connected chassis 

set currentChassis [psa ?] 

puts "Currently connected to PDA-LLDP at [lindex $currentChassis 1]" 

# query the version information for the various software components 

set swVersion [psa_version] 

puts "Installed Software:\n$swVersion" 

# check the configuration of the LAN port switch 

set lanState [psa_lan ?] 

# check the status of the Ethernet controller 

set ethernetState [psa_lan stat] 

puts "The LAN  port is currently set to [lindex $lanState 3]" 

puts -nonewline "State: " 

if {[lindex $lanState 3] == "CONNECT"} { 

 

   for {set listElem 2} {$listElem < [llength $ethernetState]} {incr listElem} { 

      puts [lindex $ethernetState $listElem] 

   } 

   psa_lan through 

 

} else { 

   puts [lindex $ethernetState 2] 

   psa_lan connect 

} 
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4.16.  LLDP Programming Examples 

4.16.1. Configuring MAC Addresses to One or More PSA Test Ports 

Since LLDP is a link (or MAC) layer protocol, a necessary prerequisite is the assignment of MAC addresses, and 

presumably unique MAC addresses, to each of the PSA test ports that will emulate LLDP capable and/or Type-2 PD’s. 

 

PSA software offers several means to establish one or more MAC addresses as well as to assure unique MAC addresses 

per test port.  The pd_frame command can program a single MAC address to one or more test ports.  The pd_mac_init 

is a simple way to work with multiple test ports. 

 

4.16.2. PSE LLDP Emulation 

The PDA-LLDP can be used in conjunction with a PDA-300.  In the following example, PDA-LLDP test port 1,1 is 

connected to the THRU jack on a PDA-300, and a PD is connected to the TEST jack on the PDA-300.  The PDA-300 

Load Meter output is turned on, applying power to the PD, and then pse_emul_powerontrace is executed to capture 

the power negotiation between the PSE and the PD. 

PSA-1,1># Turn on the PDA-300 output, then start PSE Frame Emulation 

PSA-1,1>pse_emul_powerontrace 1,1 period 15 alloc 16 grant request resp 1 duration 60 

pse_emul_powerontrace: starting PSE LLDP Emulation 

 

Time                                       Power     Power      Port   PSE_MDI 

PSE_MDI 

(sec) From  To Class Type  Source Priority Requested Allocated  Class  Support State 

  0.4 LAN STATE: DOWN 

 15.7  PSE  PD   4     2  PRIMARY      LOW   13.0      13.0      PSE     YES   ON 

 31.6  PSE  PD   4     2  PRIMARY      LOW   13.0      13.0      PSE     YES   ON 

 39.8   PD PSE   4     2      PSE  UNKNOWN   11.2      10.6       PD     N/A   N/A 

 40.9   PD PSE   4     2      PSE  UNKNOWN   11.2      10.6       PD     N/A   N/A 

 41.7  PSE  PD   4     2  PRIMARY      LOW   11.2      11.2      PSE     YES   ON 

 42.7   PD PSE   4     2      PSE  UNKNOWN   11.2      11.2       PD     N/A   N/A 

 47.5  PSE  PD   4     2  PRIMARY      LOW   11.2      11.2      PSE     YES   ON 

 60.2 STOPPING TRACE - specified duration reached 

DONE 

PSA-1,1> 

PSA-1,1># Program Slot 1, Port 1 MAC Address - dot delimited address 

PSA-1,1>pd_frame 1,1 mac 00.4a.30.00.00.11 

PSA-1,1> 

PSA-1,1># Program Slot 1, Port 2 MAC Address - 12 digit address 

PSA-1,1>pd_frame 1,2 mac 004a30000011 

PSA-1,2> 

PSA-1,2># Program All Ports to One MAC Address 

PSA-1,2>pd_frame 99,99 mac 00.4a.30.00.99.99 

PSA-1,2> 

PSA-1,2># Assign Unique MAC Address to All Test Ports 

PSA-1,2>pd_mac_init 99,99 root 00.4a.30.00.0 

Slot,Port  1,1 004A30000011 

Slot,Port  1,2 004A30000012 

 

PSA-1,2> 

PSA-1,2># Query Slot 1, Port 1 MAC Address 

PSA-1,2>pd_frame 1,1 ? 

Slot,Port 1,1 

  Source_Address 004a30000011 

  Type Type2_PD 

  TTL 120 seconds 

  Power_Source PSE 

  Priority LOW 

  PSE_Alloc_Pwr ECHO 

PSA-1,1> 

PSA-1,1># Query All MAC Address in All Test Ports 

PSA-1,1>pd_mac_init getall 

Slot,Port  1,1 004a30000011 

Slot,Port  1,2 004a30000012 

 

PSA-1,1> 
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5. Using the PDA-LLDP with a PDA-300 
In combination with the Sifos Technologies PDA-300, the PDA-LLDP provides a robust solution for verification and 

analysis of all 802.3at Powered Devices, especially Type-2 devices that are required by specification to comply with 

the 802.3at PoE LLDP protocol. 

 

Section 2.8.3 earlier introduced the PD test configuration that combines the PDA-300 with the PDA-LLDP.   This 

section will provide further detail as to how to work with both instruments in tandem to effect Powered Device LLDP 

and load compliance analysis. 

5.1.1. PDA-300 Overview 

The PDA-300 offers two key resources for verification and analysis of Powered Device PoE behaviors: 

 

 802.3at Automated Compliance Test Suite 

 Load Monitor Application 

 

The PDA-300 802.3at Automated Test Suite can fully analyze PoE 

characteristics of  both Type-1 and Type-2 Powered Devices without any 

reliance on LLDP.   The instrument selectively deploys both single-event and 

two-event classification (see Section 2.3) in order to control Type-2 PD 

power draw behaviors. 

 

The Load Monitor (or Load Meter) application is a part of PDA Interactive software that allows interactive, real-time 

monitoring and assessment of Powered Device (PD) power draw with ability to annunciate both peak and class power 

violations (see Section 2.4).   The Load Monitor allows the user to control input voltage to the PD and to time the 

application of PoE power.   Additionally the Load Monitor captures PD classification and also supports user definition 

of a PD’s Power Request level as would be communicated via PoE LLDP messaging to a PSE.   These features render 

the Load Monitor as a natural compliment to work with the PDA-LLDP in the assessment of PD LLDP protocol 

verification as well as in the overall “system” behavior of a PD as it coordinates power loading with LLDP power 

requests and power grants.  

5.1.2. PDA Interactive Software 

The PDA-300 Load Monitor is included in PDA Interactive software, a software application available for Windows 

PC’s.   The PDA-300 is controlled over a standard RS-232 serial interface from PDA Interactive.   In order for a host 

computer to support the combined PDA-LLDP and PDA-300 test configuration, the following requirements must be 

met. 

 

 Windows PC  (Win2K, WinXP, Vista, or Win7) 

 Ethernet 10/100 Interface (for PDA-LLDP) 

 Serial (RS-232) Interface, or USB-Serial Adapter  (for PDA-300) 

 

PDA Interactive is a separate and distinct application from PSA Interactive that is 

used with the PDA-LLDP.   When PDA Interactive opens, the user is presented with 

a virtual front panel soft-key menu.   Selecting the Load Meter soft-key will then 

open the Load Monitor application.   

5.1.3. PDA Interacive Load Monitor Configuration & Load Tracing 

When opening the Load Monitor, the user will be queried via new soft-key menus 

for: 

 

1. ALT and Polarity configuration of the Load Monitor 

2. Single-Event or Two-Event Classification 

 

When testing PD’s, the ALT (ALT A or B) and Polarity (MDI or MDI-X) configuration is generally arbitrary since 

PD’s must accept power from any of these configurations.   When testing LLDP behaviors of a PD, the user must select 

Single-Event classification so that Type-2 PD’s do not respond to the implied high power grant associated with Two-

Event classification. 

 

Figure 5.2  PDA Interactive 
Startup Menu 

Figure 5.1  Sifos PDA-300  
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After selecting Single-Event classification, the Load Monitor window in PDA Interactive will open (see Figure 5.3).  

Using the Load Monitor window, users can configure: 

 

 Input Voltage (Vport) to PD 

 Trace Type  (Full Rate or Average) 

 Non-Default (or LLDP-based) Pclass_max level 

 Power Violation Behavior 

 

If the user interest is focused primarily on testing PoE 

LLDP protocol behavior of a PD, then setup for Vport, 

Trace Type, Pclass_max are not important and there is 

no need to select the Stop on Violation control.    

 

On the other hand, if the user is interested in PD power 

draw behavior in conjunction with LLDP protocol 

transactions, then testing at multiple Vport levels, 

especially at the extremes, will become important.  

Vport extremes for Type-1 PD’s are 36V and 57V while 

for Type-2 PD’s are 42V and 57V. 

 

A Full Rate trace type is generally desirable for 

observing real time loading including load transients.   

The user would also be advised to select the Override 

Pclass_max check box and to enter the maximum PD 

Power Request that the PD is expected to make via 

LLDP in the default Pclass_max entry box.   This will 

allow the Load Monitor to flag any PD loading conditions that exceed the LLDP Power Request level and could thus 

cause a PSE to possibly remove power from that PD.   Such loading conditions would be either a Pclass_max violation 

or a Ppeak_max violation (see Section 2.4) where each threshold is governed by the LLDP negotiated power 

allocation. 

 

The user also has the option to have the live power trace (or strip chart) freeze if and when a Pclass_max or 

Ppeak_max violation occur.   This is done using the Stop on Violation check box. 

 

The Load Monitor is activated by pressing the Start button.  This will cause the PDA-300 to classify the PD, then 

apply power.   Unlike a PSE, the Load Monitor will tolerate PD overloads and power violations while reporting in real 

time the actual power draw of the PD.  PD Class, classification signature current, actual power loading (Pclass) and 

peak transient power loading (Ppeak) are all reported in the Load Monitor window. 

 

Further information regarding the PDA-300 is available in the PDA-300 Technical Reference Manual that accompanies 

the PDA-300, and is also available from the Sifos Technologies web site. 

5.1.4. Capturing Power Up Trace with Successful Power Grant  

The Power Up Trace was discussed earlier in Section 3.4.3.  Refer to that section for information on the configuration 

of PSE LLDP emulation and LLDP trace capture. 

 

There are three distinct steps to conducting PD analysis and verification with the combined PDA-300 and PDA-LLDP 

configuration as presented in Section 2.8.3: 

 

1. Connect PD to PDA-300 TEST interface and make sure PDA Interactive Load Monitor is stopped 

2. Configure PSE Emulation and trace duration in PSA Interactive, then press Power Up Trace 

3. Press Start in the PDA Interactive Load Monitor 

 

In Figure 5.4, PSA Interactive is configured so that the PSE transmits LLDP messages every 15 seconds and given a 

new Power Request from a PD, will delay over 2 seconds prior to issuing an acknowledgement and possible allocation 

to that Power Request.   The emulated PSE is Type-2 with a maximum power allocation of 18 watts.  The PSE will 

grant any level up to 18 watts and the trace duration is 45 seconds. 

 

The PDA-LLDP trace capture will show that the PD link is initially DOWN until the PDA Interactive Load Monitor 

completes PD  Classification, applies power to the PD, and the PD activates its Ethernet port so that it can link to the 

PDA-LLDP Layer 2 subsystem. 

 

Figure 5.3  PDA Interactive Load Monitor Window 
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In this example, the PD is a Type-2 (Class 4) device requiring 16.5 watts.   Since the PSE is able to allocate 18 watts, 

the power up protocol trace shows that a Power Request is made at 5 seconds and that power is allocated by the PSE at 

9 seconds, or after a 4 second Resp Delay.   This then entitles the PD to start drawing the requested 16.5 watts. 

 

The Load Monitor in this example was configured for default Pclass_max which, given the PD Class 4 signature, is 

25.5 watts.   Looking at the Load Monitor trace (see Figure 5.5), the PD when initially powered presented a Type-1 

power load of ~7.2 watts.   Then at just over 10 seconds from power-up, the load increased to 16.7 watts.  This means 

that the PD is drawing 

slightly more power 

than requested (16.5 

watts) and that a PSE 

would be entitled to 

shut it down for high 

power draw.  There is 

not a Pclass_max 

violation however 

because Pclass_max 

was left at 25.5 watts in 

this particular example. 

 

Normally, when 

characterizing a PD, the 

sequence described 

above would be 

repeated at different 

Vport levels to 

determine actual 

measured Pclass 

values.   If Pclass is 

found to be above or 

well below the PD 

Power Request level, 

then it may be 

appropriate to modify 

the Power Request to reflect the actual power draw of the PD at the worst case Vport condition.   Similarly, if Ppeak is 

Figure 5.4  PSA Interactive Protocol Trace Powering 16.5W, Class 4 PD 

Figure 5.4  PSA Interactive Protocol Trace Powering 16.5W, Class 4 PD 
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found to be more than 11% higher than the Power Request level, regardless of Pclass, it may be appropriate to increase 

the advertised PD Power Request level such that Ppeak does not exceed 111% of that Power Request level. 

5.1.5. Capturing Power Up Trace with Unsuccessful Power Grant 

In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, a similar Power Up Trace is run from PSA Interactive with a Load Monitor trace captured in 

PDA Interactive.  However, in this example, the PD will request 19.2 watts and the PSE, despite being a Type-2 PSE, 

will restrict power to 13 watts.  This means that the PD is not entitled to draw more than the allocated 13 watts. 

 

In Figure 5.6, the  PD does indeed 

request 19.2 watts at 8.5 seconds, or 1.3 

seconds after receiving a PSE LLDP 

message that identified the PSE as a 

Type-2 PSE.   However, none of  the 

successive PSE LLDP messages exceed 

the 13 watt power allocation that was 

configured. 

 

Looking at Figure 5.7, the PD does 

indeed restrict its power load to an 

initial 7.2 watts given that the PSE did 

not grant the requested 19.2 watt power 

allocation.  All Type-2 PD’s are 

required to behave this way in that they 

cannot exceed a Type-1 power load, or 

maximum of 13 watts, until granted to 

so by the PSE via LLDP messaging. 

Also note that the PDA-300 Load 

Monitor is configured for a Pclass_max 

level of 19.2 watts which agrees with 

what the PD is requesting via LLDP.  

5.1.6.  Capturing Power Adjust Trace with Successful Power Grant  

This section will continue the PD powering process from Section 5.1.5 above.   The PD was classified a Class 4, 

received power, then used LLDP to request 19.2 watts.   However, the (emulated) PSE refused that request, limiting 

maximum power draw to 13 watts, so the PD stayed with its initial power on state of 7.2 watts. 

 

A Power Adjust Trace is now captured simply by: 

 

1. Adjusting any PSE Power Allocation conditions in PSA Interactive 

2. Specifying trace duration 

Figure 5.7  PD Power Draw Remains at 7.2 Watts 

Figure 5.6  19.2 W Class 4 PD Power-Up, Request Refused 
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3. Pressing the Power Adjust Trace button 

 

Note that the PDA-300 Load Monitor should still be running and tracing PD power load – this assures the PD is still 

powered and attempting to negotiate for the Power Request of 19.2 watts. 

 

In Figure 5.8, the PSE power allocation (Pwr Alloc) is increased from 13 watts to 25.5 watts.  This enables the 

emulated PSE port to allocate the requested 19.2 watts at the 2 second Response Delay that is still programmed.  

Looking at the LLDP protocol trace, the PD Request is seen at 6 seconds and then at 8 seconds, the PSE issues a power 

allocation of 19.2 watts. 

 

The PD now has the permission to 

increase power draw to the requested 

19.2 watts.  Looking at Figure 5.9, 

power draw actually steps up to 18.8 

watts meaning that power is below the 

Pclass_max level specified of 19.2 

watts. 

 

The process of altering PSE Load 

Allocation can continue forward with 

additional Power Adjust Traces so 

long as the PDA-300 Load Monitor 

keeps running. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9  PDA Load Monitor Trace Capturing Power Grant and Transition 

Figure 5.8  Power Adjust Trace Granting PD Request 
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5.1.7. Capturing Power Up Trace with Successful Power Grant and Power Level Violations 

In this final example, a Class 4, 20.3 watt PD is 

tested with the PDA-LLDP and PDA-300.  The 

PSE emulation is pre-configured for a full 

Type-2 power allocation (Pwr Alloc) of 25.5 

watts maximum.   Trace Length is 45 seconds 

and Response Delay is 3 seconds. 

 

After the Load Monitor is started, the PSE 

notifies the PD that it is a Type-2 PSE at 13.7 

seconds and the PD then requests the 20.3 watt 

power allocation at 15.3 seconds (see Figure 

5.10).  The PSE both acknowledges and grants 

the PD Power Request at 19.3 seconds which 

corresponds to Response Delay (3 seconds + 

message overhead). 

 

The PDA-300 Load Monitor trace (see Figure 

5.11)  shows the PD load increase to 20.5 

watts, or just above the requested 20.3 watts.  

This will have followed the LLDP power grant.   

Also, there are two Ppeak (peak) power violations at 23.5 watts.   Since the Load Monitor is configured for 

Pclass_max of 20.3 watts, by IEEE 802.3at, the class power allowance is 20.3 watts and the peak power allowance is 

1.11 * 20.3 watts, or 22.5 watts.   Hence, both 

Pclass_max and Ppeak levels are violated by this 

Powered Device.   Stated another way, the PD is 

requesting too little power. 

 

The Microsoft Excel LLDP Emulator Trace 

report (see Figure 5.12) indicates a problem-free 

protocol sequence associated with the power-up, 

PD request, and PSE power grant. 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Figure 5.11  20.3 Watt, Class 4 PD with Peak Power Violation 

Figure 5.10 Class 4, 20.3 Watt Power-Up Trace 

Figure 5.12  Excel Report of Protocol Trace 


